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HELLO AND WELCOME TO THOUGHTFUL PLAY!
We’re so excited and honored to share with you a sample of our kindergarten curriculum!
Our passion is empowering families to feel successful in teaching their own children at home and
the Thoughtful Play curriculum is designed with you, the parent, in mind. We aim to support you
each step of the way. This includes detailed background information on what you’re teaching,
how to sequence and teach the skills and concepts through play, and how to overcome children's
challenges in learning the content.
In this sample, you'll find parts of our Curriculum Overview, two weeks of lessons from our
full curriculum (Unit 1: Language Arts, Math, Science & Social Studies), one week of
Language Arts lessons from Unit 2 to get a sense of our Language Arts curriculum as a
stand-alone option, and one week of Math lessons from Unit 6 so you can also see our Math
curriculum by itself.
Our play-based approach to kindergarten supports your child in retaining what they learn and
engaging more readily with the daily lessons. You’ll find the activities and games reduce
resistance, foster a more relaxed, joyful learning environment, and instill a love of learning in your
child. In addition, our science and social studies lessons deliver hands-on, discovery-based
explorations, guaranteed to develop an inquiry mindset and creative problem-solving skills.
As former teachers, we've had tremendous success both teaching children and guiding teachers.
Through our studies and experiences we've developed a wealth of expertise in the field of
education, and our goal is to share this with you! We also know there's some differences when it
comes to teaching your own children. We've been homeschooling our kindergartners for the past
year and have applied our first-hand experiences directly to the lessons we've created!
We’re here to be of support! Feel free to reach out with any questions you may have. Our number
one priority is ensuring you have a successful kindergarten experience with your child.
Play On,
Hollie & Katie
Hollie Young
Ph.D, Curriculum & Instruction
Katie Eichman
M.Ed, School Leadership
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STRUCTURE OF THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY LANGUAGE ARTS LESSONS
Language Arts Lessons
The lessons in the language arts curriculum are designed as play-based activities, games, riddles,
challenges, and brief discussions. This gives children an opportunity to play with skills in an approachable
and engaging way.
Each lesson has three activities, designed to last anywhere from 5-7 minutes each. These activities do not
need to be done in order, unless stated specifically in the lesson.
Word Play: These activities provide explicit instruction in phonics and word work. This is where
children learn and practice the mechanics of reading, understanding the rules and exceptions to how
sounds fit together, and develop confidence blending and reading words and sentences. Adaptations
and extensions are provided to support your child as they begin to work with a new skill.
Writing Play: Each day your child is encouraged to practice letter formation, spelling, or writing in a
purposeful and organic way. The tasks are designed to feel integral to the play, game, or lesson,
thereby offering high-interest reasons to practice their writing.
Review Game: These are opportunities to review skills taught in previous lessons through games and
play. This helps reinforce the learning and provides a means to assess your child’s progress and
mastery of different skills.

Reading Out Loud and Book Recommendations
Reading aloud to your child on a daily basis is one of the most powerful things you can do to prepare them
as readers and writers. Reading aloud fosters oral language development – a critical building block for
emerging readers. It’s also a great way to build context and background knowledge, as well as reinforce
and practice the learning you are doing each day. Read more about how to read out loud for maximum
engagement and learning.
A list of recommended read alouds that support or enhance the lesson is provided each day. Access the
Complete Kindergarten Book Recommendation List. Please do not feel the need to purchase these books.
All of the texts we recommend each day are available on our Thoughtful Play YouTube channel, organized
by units and subjects. You can also access books through Epic or other digital libraries, visit your public
library, or substitute a book from your own shelves to support a topic.
Read aloud recommendations can be read anytime - morning, meal time, afternoons, or at bedtime. It does
not need to coincide with the games or activities. Aim to read aloud at least once per day for a minimum of
15 minutes.

Everyday Activities
Everyday activities are provided each day to use during your “in-between” moments. They are short
games to play while driving in the car, preparing meals, or cleaning up between activities. They reinforce
the skills your child is learning and require no materials or set-up.

Templates
Activity templates are provided for many lessons that you can print, if you wish. They are hyperlinked
throughout the document. Almost all templates are optional as nearly all of the lessons can be carried out
“worksheet-free.” The templates are offered simply for convenience, if desired. You may choose to use
the templates simply as a reference to create your own materials.

Sequence of Skills
Language arts skills and topics spiral throughout the year. Once a skill is introduced, you can expect to
see it reviewed and reinforced throughout the following units. In the upcoming section, you will see a list
of skills for each unit. You can access the complete Language Arts Scope and Sequence with a brief
description for each unit and list of skills, or you can access our Thoughtful Play Language Arts Skills
Chart for the entire year.
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THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY APPROACH TO TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS

Unit 1: Letters & Sounds
Skills & Concepts:
Recognize and name all uppercase letters of the alphabet
Produce the primary sound for each letter in the alphabet
Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, & page by page
Recognize that words are represented by specific sequences of letters
Understand that words are separated by spaces in print
Count, blend, and segment syllables in spoken words
Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book
Create a piece of informational writing

Activating Letters
Each day your child will be invited to “discover” hidden letters and “activate” them. Letters are
“activated” by saying the letter name, tracing the lines of the letter with your finger and saying the
sound of the letter three times, then saying the letter name again. We encourage you to bring in the
dramatics, join your child hunting for the letter, and find new and creative places for your letter to
“hide.” Follow these steps for success:
Hide the letter each day in a new and creative place.
Pose the game as a problem and mission that needs to be solved. Bring in the dramatics “Oh no –
we’ve got to find our missing letter! I don’t know where it could have gone?!”
Get your child involved in the necessary step of activating the letter each day, as this is where
the learning happens. “Okay – to activate the letter we’ve got to trace it and say it’s sound
THREE times.”
Demonstrate saying “A, /a/, /a/, /a/, A” while you trace the three lines of the letter.
Celebrate once the letter is activated. Put the letter in a special container or hang it near the
Letter Laboratory to be used later. We will be making words with these letters shortly!
Your child may pick up some letters more quickly than others. This is normal. There may also be some
letters that your child already knows. Make a point to spend at least one dedicated day on each
letter, even if it is a review. Take your time and don’t feel pressure to move too quickly. If needed,
we recommend spending 2-3 days on each letter.

Order of Teaching Letters and Sounds
The most common letters and sounds are introduced first. These are letters and sounds that
your child will encounter most frequently in words. The benefit of teaching high-frequency
letters first is that your child can quickly begin making and blending words with the letters
they know.
Order of Letter Introduction:
A, B, T, C, S, I, P, U, D, O, M, G, N, H, F, R, E, L, J, V, K, X, W, Y, Z
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THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY APPROACH TO TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS
Proper Letter Sounds and Pronunciation
Take time to familiarize yourself with the proper pronunciation of each letter sound before
teaching your child. As expert readers, we often glance over the sounds that are actually
produced when we speak or read words. Take a few minutes to review the correct letter sound
in advance to support your child when they begin blending words. Watch this short video clip
on the pronunciation of each letter sound for help.
Note: Be careful to not add additional sounds to letters, such as /m-uh/, or /l-uh/.
Adding this extra ‘uh’ sound will become problematic as they begin to make
words with sounds.

Blending Sounds
It is encouraged to play with sounds orally and model blending sounds together with your child
every day. In doing so, your child is learning to hear sounds and get comfortable with the
way they are used to make words and to make meaning. When you see a letter written like this
/s/, it means to make the ‘S’ sound. To make a blend, you would see it written like this: /s/ /a/
/t/. You would make the individual sounds of each letter in the word ‘sat.’
When blending a word, do it smoothly by stringing the sounds together: saaaaaat. After you blend a
word, always say the word normally: saaaaaaaat; sat. This helps your child hear how the sounds are
connected. Encourage your child to always touch each letter tile as they make the sound and then to
swipe their finger underneath the whole word when they say the final word.

Identifying Initial, Middle, & Final Sounds in Words
Being able to differentiate individual sounds in words is an important skill as your child develops their
awareness of reading and writing. Games are introduced immediately in Unit 1 that encourage you to
say a series of words orally that all begin with the same beginning or ending sound. Draw these
words out and encourage your child to identify what letter the words begin with. Use short, onesyllable words to begin, such as cat, cup, and cop.
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LANGUAGE ARTS ASSESSMENTS
Approach to Assessments
Thoughtful Play assessments are performance-based, which means we provide authentic activities or
games for your child to participate in to demonstrate their knowledge and skills. Associated with
each of these assessments are checklists for you to note your child’s progress. In this way, the
assessments are both formative and summative. They are formative because you can identify areas
in which your child is emerging in their understanding, but need more practice. This will alert you to
skills in need of review. A great option is to revisit previously carried out activities and games to
support your child’s growth. The assessments can also be summative. This means you can use the
checklists to document that your child has mastered particular skills. These are great to include in
portfolios for an evaluator at the end of the school year.

Unit 1 Assessment: Letters and Sounds
There are several concepts from Unit 1 that are foundational for children to master before moving on
to future units. These skills include identifying and naming the letters fo the alphabet as well as
recognizing and producing the primary sound of each letter. Use the Letter & Sound Assessment
checklist to document your child's progress and to assist you in knowing how to proceed.
Your child may not have all of the letters and sounds mastered before moving on to Unit 2 and that is
okay, but they should have a grasp on the majority of letters. This will be important as they begin
building words with the letters and sounds. Just be sure to continue everyday activities to build letter
and sound recognition.
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STRUCTURE OF THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY MATH LESSONS
Math Lessons
The instruction and practice in our math curriculum are designed as play-based activities, games,
riddles, challenges, and brief discussions. This gives children an opportunity to play with numbers
and math concepts in an approachable and engaging way.
Each lesson has 3 activities that take 5-7 minutes each. The different activities each day may include:
Math Moments, Math Games, Math Challenges or Riddles, or Math Review Activities.
Math Moments: These activities provide you with explicit instructions on how to engage with
your child around a particular skill or concept. This is where a new skill is being introduced or
practiced. In this activity there are questions to ask and possible responses. We also provide
adaptations and extensions to support your child wherever they are in relation to a new skill.
Math Games: There is a math game in almost every lesson because games are an excellent
approach for teaching and learning math. Children are more relaxed when they are playing
games and research shows children learn best when they are in a relaxed state. These games
might be a way to practice a new skill or review a previously learned skill.
Math Challenges & Riddles: We include opportunities to challenge your child through
meaningful tasks and curious riddles as a way to make learning math fun and engaging. These
also build reasoning and problem-solving skills.
Math Review Activities: Throughout the year there are lots of review activities. This is because
children need repeated exposure and practice in order to maintain a skill. If your child has
mastered a skill that is being reviewed and you are certain they do not need repeated practice,
feel free to skip or shorten these activities.

Math Talk
Within many of the lessons you will see something called “Math Talk.” We encourage you to talk
regularly with your child about their thinking and reasoning in figuring out problems and challenges.
Math Talk prompts are included throughout the curriculum so that you know the questions to ask
your child for particular activities. Talking about math provides children a chance to explain and
clarify their thinking, as well as a way to become more comfortable with math concepts and
vocabulary. This practice helps solidify their math understandings and addresses misconceptions. If
your child is hesitant or resistant to share their thinking or method, it could be because they aren’t
sure how to put it into words. A helpful approach is to include stuffed animals in your math play and
have the animals explain their method as a way to model for your child how to talk about the math
you are doing.

Templates
Templates are provided in some of the lessons for you to print. The templates are hyperlinked
throughout the curriculum and there is also a separate PDF with all of the templates. The templates
are optional as nearly all of the lessons can be carried out “worksheet-free.” The templates are
offered simply for convenience, if desired. If you prefer, you can skip the printing and easily create
the necessary materials, using index cards/paper and a pen/marker.
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STRUCTURE OF THE THOUGHTFUL PLAY MATH LESSONS
Everyday Math
Everyday math is an additional component within the Thoughtful Play math curriculum. There
is one activity idea each day that can be carried out through your daily living. This activity is
optional. It’s perfect if you happen to have time on a given day and want to incorporate
everyday math - simply turn to these activities to enhance your child’s math learning in the “in
between” moments. These are also great options for weekends or over holiday breaks - just to
include a touch of math here or there!
Math Read Alouds
There are math read aloud book suggestions for each day of the year. Please note that some
of the books repeat because they are great for multiple skills. These books are not required.
They are suggestions and can be utilized anytime.
Sequence of Skills
The math curriculum uses both a mastery approach and spiraling of skills. This is because
some skills are necessary to have mastered before moving on to other skills (e.g., counting);
whereas other skills likely need to be reviewed to attain mastery (e.g., math facts). In the
upcoming section, you will see a list of skills for each unit. Our Math Scope and Sequence
contains a brief description for each unit and list of skills, or you can access our Thoughtful
Play Math Skills Chart for the entire year.
Math Assessments
Performance tasks are provided to assess the skills that are essential for kindergartners to
master. There is a section toward the end of this overview where you will find links to each of
the assessments. Please note that these are not scheduled within the lessons. The
assessments can be used as checklists for you to observe your child and document their
progress during lessons, or you can utilize the assessment tasks separate from the lessons as
a more formal assessment.
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Unit 1: Building Number Sense & Writing Numbers
Skills & Concepts
Count to 100 by 1’s
Use one-to-one correspondence to count objects
Estimate and count objects to 30
Subitize to 6 (say how many without needing to count)
Count-on by 1’s from any number
Identify and write numbers 0 to 10
Count by 5’s and 10’s

Saying the Counting Sequence (1 to 100)
The counting sequence is something that takes time to develop. It helps children a great deal to be
able to say the numbers out loud (i.e., rote counting) before learning to recognize the numbers up to
100. Make rote counting (saying numbers out loud) to 100 a priority every day to build mastery.
Once they master rote counting from 1 to 100, then move on to counting-on by 1 from any number
between 0 and 100. For example, if you say 35, you want your child to know the next number in the
sequence is 36 and be able to count from there (36-37-38).
Feel free to count beyond 100 as well, but be careful when counting hundreds not to use the word
“and.” For example, the number 132 is stated as one hundred thirty-two. The word “and” refers to
decimal numbers (e.g., 125.62 is one hundred twenty-five and sixty two hundredths).

One-to-One Correspondence
This refers to the understanding that each object gets one count and only one count. It is helpful for
children to touch each object as they count as a way to keep track of the counts. Children need
opportunities to see how one item matches up with one count, such as, setting the table and counting
the number of an item as you go (e.g., 4 forks, one for each person), climbing and counting stairs,
counting claps, and of course counting objects as they touch each one. They also sometimes need to
be reminded to touch each object as they count. The goal is for children to have this concept
mastered by the end of Unit 1.

Cardinality
This math concept refers to knowing that the last count of a group of objects is the total number of
objects. This means if they count a set of objects and there are 8 objects, they will know there are 8
objects even when you ask again “How many were in that set of objects?” We assume that children
have mastered this concept coming in, but if they haven’t then we encourage counting small groups
of objects (fewer than 5) and as your child touches each object have them put up a finger on their
other hand. This keeps track of how many. When finished counting they can refer to their hand to
remind them the total. Explicitly point out, “The total is ____. That is how many objects are here.”
Another great way to help children who have not yet mastered cardinality is with finger counting. Do
this by asking your child how many fingers they have on one hand and how many fingers everyone
has on one hand (or two hands), and asking again “How Many?” to help them see that it doesn’t
change. It is always 5 (or 10). Further, giving them opportunities to count items that are then put
“away” (e.g., dropped into a jar or a bag) and explicitly pointing out the total count is helpful. Then,
asking them “How many objects were there?” Reminding them that they do not need to count again
because they already know how many items – it is the total number of items that they counted as
they put the objects away.
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Counting Strategies
This skill is essential for accurate counting. Children often naturally develop strategies to help them
keep track of items as they count. We build in opportunities to develop this skill by having them share
their strategies and try out another approach as well. Strategies include lining up items and touching
each one as you count, pushing each item to another space as you count, or picking up items and
moving them to someplace else (e.g., a bag) as you count. Counting strategies develop through
opportunities to count, as well as through seeing and discussing strategies.

Counting All
When children are given a set of objects and they count them, and then are given a few more
additional objects, most children at this developmental stage, go back to the beginning and count all
of the objects again. Even though they may have mastered cardinality, it takes time and practice to
recognize that they can count-on from the total in the first set to determine the new total number of
objects. If your child continues to use counting all as their go-to strategy, that is completely okay. In
fact, it is developmentally appropriate. In this unit we do a lot of practice with counting-on, both rote
counting (saying the numbers out loud) and rational counting (counting objects), as a way to build the
foundation for the next unit where they will learn how to count-on from the greater number.

Counting-On
We focus a lot in Units 1 and 2 on developing the concept of counting-on from a number other than
one (a.k.a. counting forward or counting-up). This comes over time, once they have comfort with the
counting sequence. When they readily know which number comes next, then they can count forward
from a number other than one. When asked to count-on by a particular amount, they need to be able
to keep track of how many counts forward they take. For example, if they have 6 pennies and
receive 3 more, they need to keep track of the 3 counts (7, 8, 9). Fingers and objects are great for
keeping track initially. Children do not have to master this concept in Unit 1. This concept will continue
to be a focus in upcoming units.

Number Recognition
For many children number recognition (associating a number name with a numeral) takes a long time.
Numbers are abstract symbols, which means they’re meaningless until we help children understand
the connection between the symbol and an amount. The goal is for your child to have emergent
mastery of number recognition of 0 to 10 by the end of Unit 1. This means the aim is for them to just
about have it completely mastered, but they might mix up numbers here and there (e.g., 6 and 9) or
sometimes forget a number. In Unit 6 we focus on number recognition of 11 through 20. If your child
has already mastered number recognition from 0 to 10, feel free to work on numbers 11 to 20 during
the Unit 1 number recognition activities, and then the activities in Unit 6 can be a review for them.

Writing Numbers
Our belief is that writing will come over time and it's best to have writing happen through play or
purposeful activities. If they are writing numbers just to practice writing numbers, you may
experience resistance. We try to avoid this by making it fun and engaging.
Don’t worry if they accidentally write a number backwards or incorrectly Ask them to compare their
number to the number pathway/list and see if it looks the same. Hopefully, they can self-correct, but
if not, just gently remind them how you would write the number.
We provide activities in Unit 1 & Unit 2 to practice writing numbers 0 to 10, along with language for
guiding your child on how to form each number (see the Number Formation Reference Sheet). If your
child has mastered writing numbers 0 to 10, feel free to work on numbers 11 to 20 during the Unit 1
writing activities. Again, writing numbers beyond 10 happens in Unit 6, but it is completely okay to
start prior to Unit 6.
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Subitizing
This refers to a rapid, accurate judgement of how many items there are in a set without needing to
count them. For example, looking at a dice that lands on 6 and knowing it is 6 without needing to
count the 6 dots. Children need opportunities to practice this skill. It helps if they recognize patterns
of how dots or items are organized (e.g., triangle shape for 3, 2 rows of 3 for 6).
The aim is for kindergartners to be able to subitize (pronounced /sue-bi-tize/) to 6. We extend to 10
as a challenge because many children come to kindergarten already ready to subitize to 6. If after
Unit 1 your child has not yet mastered subitizing to 6, we recommend continuing to build this skill
through opportunities to see dots on dice or dominos, fingers or small objects through a “quick
reveal,” in which you show the items for only 2 seconds.

Counting by 5’s and 10s
In this unit we build in opportunities for rote counting (saying the counting sequence) of multiples of
5 and 10 to 100, as well as making the connection with what it means to count by 5’s and 10’s (i.e.,
counting 5 at a time or 10 at a time). If your child has already mastered these skills, we recommend
moving on to counting to a higher number, such as 300, and then counting by other numbers, such as
2’s, 4’s, 20’s, 100s, and even 1,000s
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MATH ASSESSMENTS
Thoughtful Play assessments are performance-based, which means we provide authentic
activities or games for your child to participate in to demonstrate their knowledge and skills.
Associated with each of these assessments are checklists for you to note your child’s
progress. In this way, the assessments are both formative and summative. They are formative
because you can identify areas in which your child is emerging in their understanding, but
need more practice. This will alert you to skills in need of review. A great option is to revisit
previously carried out activities and games to support your child’s growth. The assessments
can also be summative. This means you can use the checklists to document that your child has
mastered particular skills. These are great to include in portfolios for an evaluator at the end
of the school year.
Unit 1: Assess Counting & Number Recognition up to 10
There are several concepts from Unit 1 that are foundational for children to master before
moving on to future units. These skills include one-to-one correspondence, cardinality,
accurate counting, and number recognition. Use the Counting & Number Recognition
Assessment to document your child’s progress and to assist you in knowing how to proceed.
If your child has not yet mastered one-to-one correspondence, cardinality, or using counting
strategies, provide ample counting opportunities each day where you gently remind them to
touch each object as they count, emphasize the total and point out that they do not need to
recount, and discuss strategies for keeping track of items while they count. Revisit some of
the activities in Unit 1 before moving on to Unit 2.
In terms of number recognition, if your child occasionally mixes up 6 and 9, or once in a while
confuses 8 and 9, this is not a problem. Just be sure to continue everyday activities to build
number recognition (e.g., play card games like UNO, Go Fish, or activities from Unit 1 that
reinforce number recognition).
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SCIENCE & SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM ORGANIZATION
Themed-Units
Our science and social studies curriculum is theme-based and organized into 8 units. Each unit has a
theme with separate weekly topics that connect to the larger theme. This means that the daily
lessons are organized into weekly topics that all relate to the overarching unit theme. Here are the
eight unit themes that comprise the Thoughtful Play Science and Social Studies Curriculum:
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

1: All About Me
2: All Things Fall
3: Earth Science
4: Hibernate
5: Engineer
6: Inspire
7: Places to Go & Jobs to Do
8: Our World

Lesson Structure
There’s a hands-on lesson each day that takes about 15-20 minutes. You can always extend the
activity to 60 minutes depending on your schedule. Each lesson begins with a big idea and a learning
focus. This tells you what the lesson is about and the learning goal. We also highlight the additional
skills that are covered in the lesson, which include art, music, social/emotional development,
vocabulary, or geography.
Activity lessons are hands-on and inquiry based explorations. This means your child will be doing
something with their hands, creating something, coming up with something to act out, or solving
something. The provided inquiry prompts and questions are a crucial part of the lesson. This is when
your child is asked to think and reason about the world around them. They’ll need to apply critical
thinking and reasoning to address these questions.
Included with each lesson is a book recommendation. For some lessons the book is essential and the
lesson builds on it. For other lessons it is only a suggestion. Discussion questions are provided to fully
engage your child in the read aloud. The read aloud books can be accessed through our Thoughtful
Play YouTube channel. You can also request them from your local library or find them on digital
libraries, such as EPIC. You do not need to purchase the books.
Many of the lessons include a “reality check,” which is a tip from real-life parents who’ve carried out
the lesson and/or a real-life picture to get a sense of the process or product. Immediately following
each lesson is an academic extension. If you have time and your child is interested, pursue the
extension to further engage in learning that relates to the big idea. Finally, there is a physical
movement suggestion for every lesson.The physical movement suggestion offers a fun way to get up
and move in an activity that relates to the lesson topic.

Thoughtful Play
Curriculum Organization
Over the course of the year, we incorporate all of the kindergarten science and social studies
standards and even go beyond these to incorporate additional skills and concepts (e.g., outer space,
the human body, Native American history). Given the main goal of kindergarten science and social
studies is exposing children to ideas and concepts that connect to their daily living and how our
world works, we find it ideal to move back and forth fluidly between the two subjects by bringing
together topics and connections that make sense to young children.
Lessons typically alternate between the two subjects weekly. There are some units in which extended
periods of time are devoted to one subject. For instance, Unit 3 focuses on Earth Science, Unit 5
mostly covers science and engineering, and Unit 6 centers history and civics.
Even though the main skill for a lesson might be science, you’ll often find some geography or history
sprinkled throughout the lesson. The same is true when a social studies standard is the main skill, then
the additional skills might include math, language arts, or even social emotional development. There
are several weeks throughout the year where art, music, or social emotional skills are the main
learning focus. You will find this to be the case in Unit 1 in which there is a week devoted to feelings,
emotions, and building confidence, as well as a week on using your imagination where art is the main
skill.
In our Science and Social Studies Scope and Sequence, the weekly and daily topics are provided, as
well as the subject and learning focus. What’s great is that you know by the end of the year your
child will have experience with all of the kindergarten science and social studies standards, and
they’ll have had a ton of fun through the learning process!

Infusing Art, Music, & Additional Learning
Our approach is interdisciplinary, which means we incorporate all of the kindergarten art and music
standards across the science and social studies curriculum. Even more, we include social and
emotional skills and opportunities to explore a truthful multicultural history and age-appropriate
lessons on race and racism. This type of approach allows your child to embrace and build on their
creative thinking, enhance their problem-solving and reasoning skills, and develop the ability to be
empathetic and compassionate toward others as they learn about the complexities of our world.

Diverse Representation & Narratives
It's important to note that our kindergarten curriculum includes Native American and African
American history. This history is told through the lens of Native American and African American
authors and utilizes hands-on projects that celebrate and embrace traditions from both Indigenous
and Black people. We do not shy away from touching on some of the realities that Native Americans
and African Americans have faced in the U.S, but of course we do this through age-appropriate
books and discussion prompts. Throughout our curriculum we incorporate diverse stories about
people from lots of different backgrounds, sharing the voices and experiences of people that are not
often centered in U.S.-based curriculum. This includes people whose ancestors are from Asia and
East Asia, Africa, Latin America, South America, and Inuit populations in Alaska and Canada.
Nature-Based Activities
Our curriculum includes a lot of nature-based activities. There are opportunities to explore soil,
leaves, trees, rocks, plants and herbs. Keeping a nature journal is recommended in one of our
academic extensions. Children learn about animals and their habitats, the ways they adapt to their
environments, or change their environments to fit their needs. There is a great deal of learning that
happens through careful observation of the weather, as well as opportunities to simulate things that
happen in nature, such as rain and tornadoes. Many of the physical movement suggestions,
encourage opportunities to be outside engaged in nature explorations, such as specific hiking
adventures and outdoor games to play. Nature is certainly dear to our hearts and a central focus for
many of the lessons. We encourage children to embrace nature, explore and discover, find peace
and calm through nature, and appreciate and take care of the natural world.
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UNIT 1
OVERVIEW

LETTERS AND SOUNDS
NUMBERS & NUMBER SENSE
ALL ABOUT ME

WEEK 1
Language Arts: Letter/Sound Recognition, Letter Formation, Words and Sounds
Math: Counting Numbers 1 to 100, Identifying & Writing Numbers, and Subitizing
Social Studies, & Geography: Where I Live
Topics: Neighborhoods, Cities & Towns, Where I Come From, My Place in the
World, Our Earth

WEEK 2
Language Arts: Letter/Sound Recognition, Letter Formation and Spelling Your Name
Math: Estimating & Counting Objects, Identifying & Writing Numbers, and Subitizing
Social Studies, Social-Emotional Learning, & Art: My Family & My Feelings
Topics: Being Part of a Family, My Family Members, What are Feeling, Feelings
are Okay, Believing in Yourself

WEEK 3
Language Arts: Letter/Sound Recognition, Letter Formation, and Reading for a Purpose

Math: Counting-On, Identifying & Writing Numbers, and Counting to 100 Review
Science, Economics, & Social-Emotional Learning: My Body
Topics: What Humans Need to Survive, Taking Care of My Body, My Lungs, My Heart,
We All Have Differences

WEEK 4
Language Arts: Letter/Sound Recognition, Letter Formation, and Informative Writing
Math: Counting by 5's & 10's to 100, Counting-On, and Writing Numbers Review
Science, Art, & Theater: My Imagination
Topics: Make-Believe Places, Make-Believe Creatures, Magical Powers, Fairy
Tales, Fables

Thoughtful Play
ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST - UNIT 1, WEEK 1

LANGUAGE ARTS

DAY 1

MATH

ACTIVATE LETTER A

NUMBER PEOPLE

DRAW VERTICAL LINES

FROG HOP

TONGUE TWISTER

TICKLE MONSTER

SCIENCE/SOCIAL
STUDIES
SOCIAL STUDIES:
MAP MY
NEIGHBORHOOD

JUMPS

ACTIVATE LETTER B

NUMBER PEOPLE

DRAW HORIZONTAL

THE MOUNTAIN

LINES

CLIMB

MUSICAL LETTER

CRACK THE CODE

SOCIAL STUDIES:
BUILD A CELL

DAY 2

PHONE

SOUNDS

DAY 3

ACTIVATE LETTER T

EXERCISE TO 100

DRAW DIAGONAL LINES

PAINTING NUMBERS

COOKING FROM

JUMP THE SOUND

LUCKY NUMBERS

ACTIVATE LETTER C

MAKING TOWERS

DRAW CIRCLES

DRAWING NUMBERS

DAY 4
FOUR CORNERS

SOCIAL STUDIES:

UNLOCK

OUR ROOTS

SOCIAL
STUDIES:
WHERE I AM IN
THE WORLD

THE TREASURE

ACTIVATE LETTER S

FLIP & COUNT

DRAW SQUARES

INVISIBLE NUMBERS

LETTER TAG

NUMBER EGG HUNT

SOCIAL STUDIES:
PAINTING OF THE

DAY 5

EARTH

Thoughtful Play
MATERIALS CHECKLIST - UNIT 1, WEEK 1
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

LANGUAGE ARTS
INDEX CARD (A)
CRAYONS
CONSTRUCTION PAPER

DAY 1

PAPER
TAPE

MATH
PAPER OR INDEX CARDS,
UNIFIX CUBES, NUMBER
FORM SHEET
BLANKET/PILLOW, 30

SCIENCE/SOCIAL
STUDIES
PAPER
PENCIL/MARKERS OR
SIDEWALK CHALK

SMALL CIRCLES CUT
FROM CONSTRUCTION
PAPER, TAPE
SUBITIZING DOT
TEMPLATE, BAGGIE

DAY 2

INDEX CARD (B)

PAPER OR INDEX

CARDSTOCK,

CRAYONS

CARDS, UNIFIX CUBES,

CONSTRUCTION PAPER OR

DEVICE TO PLAY MUSIC

NUMBER FORM SHEET

CARDBOARD,

ITEMS THAT BEGIN WITH

CHAIRS, OTTOMANS,

MARKERS/CRAYONS

VARIOUS LETTER

STUFFED ANIMALS

SCISSORS

SOUNDS

SUBITIZING DOT CARDS

PAPER

FROM YESTERDAY (1 TO

TAPE

5 DOTS)

INDEX CARD (T)
CRAYONS
PAPER

DAY 3

TAPE

DEVICE TO PLAY
COUNTING SONGS
SHALLOW TRAY, PAINTS,
PAPER PLATE, NUMBER

A FAVORITE FAMILY
RECIPE
KITCHEN INGREDIENTS
KITCHEN TOOLS

FORMATION SHEET
3 DICE, DRY ERASE
BOARD AND DRY ERASE
MARKER

10 PAPER PLATES, 45

DAY 4

INDEX CARD (C)

UNIFIX CUBES

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

PAPER &TAPE/SIDEWALK

PAPER, PLASTIC SLEEVE,

CRAYONS/MARKERS

CHALK

DRY ERASE MARKER,

STAPLER/RIBBON

CRAYONS

NUMBER FORMATION

SCISSORS

SHEET
BOX, 20 PENNIES,
SUBITIZING DOT CARDS

INDEX CARDS (S)
CRAYONS

DAY 5

PAPER
TAPE

DECK OF CARDS, UNIFIX

PAPER PLATE/

CUBES, 16 PAPER CUPS

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

INDEX CARDS, NUMBER

BLUE & GREEN PAINT

FORMATION SHEET

PICTURE OF THE EARTH

10 PLASTIC EGGS,
SUBITIZING DOT CARDS,
SHARPIE

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 1

Unit 1

Letter A & /a/ Sound, Drawing Vertical Lines, and Words in Sentences
LEARNING TIP: When “activating” letters, always say the letter name, then the sound three
times, then the letter name again to reinforce the idea that letters are symbols for sounds.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter A written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter A
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter A on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
2. Help! There is a letter on the loose! Explain to your child that we need to find the missing
letter and activate it so that we can use its sound. Hunt with your child to find the missing
letter and celebrate once you find it.
3. To activate the sound, we need to push down on each of the lines in the letter while we say
the sound it makes. Demonstrate by saying the letter name A, then tracing the shape of the
letter A with your finger while you say the /a/ sound three times. Finally, say the letter name
again.
4. Letter A is activated! Hang it at eye level on a “Letter Wall.” Have your child repeat this
process 3 times over the course of the day.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day. Visit the Unit 1
Resources folder for a list of additional activities and games to review letters and letter
sounds.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Vertical Lines
1. Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw vertical lines.
2. Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control.
3. Ideas for drawing include walls to a house, bars to a cage, or tally marks for a game.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Circles or squares cut from construction paper, painter’s tape

Activity: Tongue Twister Jumps
1. Prep Ahead: Tape 6-8 circles or squares on the floor.
2. Today let’s listen and jump every time we hear a word in a sentence! I’m going to say a silly
sentence or tongue twister. Let’s see if you can jump to a circle or square every time you hear a
new word in the sentence.
3. Try These:
a. Betty better butter Brad’s bread (5 jumps)
b. Penny’s pretty pink piggy bank (5 jumps)
c. My mommy makes me muffins on Mondays (7 jumps)
d. Twelve twins twirled twelve twigs (5 jumps)

Math: Week 1, Day 1

Unit 1

Writing Numbers 0 to 2, Counting to 30, and Subitizing
LEARNING TIP: Becoming fluent with the counting sequence first, that is, readily
knowing how to count numbers out loud and knowing what number comes next,
helps children be able to then focus all of their attention when it comes time to
count physical objects.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Paper or index cards, Unifix cubes, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Number People
1. Let’s turn the number 0 into a number person! Let’s write the number 0. How can we turn it into
a person? (Add a smiley face, draw legs and arms). You act out zero and I’ll ask, “How many
are you 0?”(None, nothing, empty).
2. Let’s turn the number 1 into a number person - how can we do that? What does 1 look like? Let’s
write it and turn it into a number person! Then, you can act out 1. Everything 1 does is 1. I’ll ask
them, “How many cookies do you want?” They’ll say what? (1) Can you give him 1 “cookie”?
3. Last one! Let’s turn 2 into a number person! What do you know about the number 2? Can you
draw it in the air with your finger? Let’s draw the number 2. Feel free to draw dashed lines for
them to trace. Next, let’s make 2 into a number person (e.g., Add a smiley face, arms and legs).
Let’s have you act out the number 2. Everything 2 does and says is “2.” How many hops can
you do? (2) Show me!

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Blanket/pillow, 30 small circles cut from construction paper, tape

Activity: Frog Hop
1. Prep Ahead: Tape to the floor 30 circles cut from construction paper for “lily pads” leading to
a “pond” (i.e., blankets or pillows to jump into).
2. Let’s be frogs and hop to a pond! There are 30 lily pads to hop on. Let’s count!
3. Count out loud to 30 while you hop to the pond.
4. Math Talk: As you settle into the pond, summarize, “ It’s interesting that after 20 we say
twenty ONE, twenty TWO, twenty THREE, just like counting 1, 2, 3.” Ask, “What comes after
twenty THREE?” (24) If they’re stuck, ask, what comes after 3? 1, 2, 3…? (4)
5. If desired, hop again!
6. Extend by hopping and counting to 100.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Subitizing Dots template, baggie
1.

Activity: Tickle Monster
1. Prep Ahead: Print the Subitizing Dots template and cut out the squares. Use only the cards
with 0 to 4 dots today. Put the rest in a baggie to use another day.
2. Would you like to activate a tickle monster?
3. I will show you 3 dot cards. You will only have 2 seconds to view each one. You have to look
closely and determine how many dots there are on the card. You won’t have time to count the
dots. Try to make sense of how many by visualizing the dots in your head.
4. Show them 3 dot cards, one at a time and reveal for 2 seconds. Once they get 3 correct, then
you turn into a tickle monster. Play again!

Unit 1

Social Studies: Week 1, Day 1
Where I Live - My Neighborhood
Learning Focus – Geography: Drawing maps and identifying parts of an
address

BIG IDEA
A neighborhood is the area where you live and the people, streets, and stores that are
close to your home.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Social/Emotional: Interacting with neighbors

Art: Drawing

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Paper, pencil, art supplies, or sidewalk chalk

Activity: Map My Neighborhood
1. Today we are going to create a map of our neighborhood.
2. Using construction paper or easel paper draw a map of your
house and the other houses in your neighborhood.
3.Label your house with your correct address. Add in streets,
landmarks, stores, stop signs, schools, and neighbors’ houses.
4. Color your map and add any people you see in your
neighborhood frequently.
5. For outside options, draw your neighborhood outdoors with
chalk, and ride your bike around the streets of your newly
created neighborhood.

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
Where are your favorite places to visit in your neighborhood?
What are some ways we can be good neighbors? (e.g., share, talk to each other, bring
cookies, help each other with as task like raking leaves)
Explicitly teach your home address. Put it to a song or to a beat to help them remember
it. Sing it/rhyme it throughout the day.
Have a discussion about where you live and make sure to put your address on your map.

Academic Extension:
Use a city or Google map to locate your home and neighborhood. Identify landmarks that let
you know you are “close” to your home (e.g., lakes, stores, highways). Explore how your
neighborhood relates to your city, your state, your country, and your world.

Reality Check:
We took this activity outside and used sidewalk chalk to draw our neighborhood. We talked
about the locations of our neighbor’s houses and used positional words like next to, behind,
left, and right. We also talked about the purpose of house numbers. We named the street
that we live on and the other streets nearby and pulled out his bike so he could “drive”
around the neighborhood. He suggested taking it one step further and had us cut out
colored circles to create a traffic light!

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 1, DAY 1
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

SAY HELLO

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: RACHEL
ISADORA

LANGUAGE
ARTS

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

ABC AND PHONICS SONGS:
PLAY THESE THROUGHOUT THE
DAY WHILE YOU ARE DRIVING,

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO

COOKING, OR PLAYING TO HELP

SPEAKS A DIFFERENT LANGUAGE

YOUR CHILD CONTINUE PRACTICE

THAN YOU? WHAT LANGUAGE

WITH LETTER SOUNDS (AVAILABLE

DO THEY SPEAK?

ON OUR THOUGHTFUL PLAY

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO SAY

YOUTUBE OR SPOTIFY PLAYLISTS).

HELLO TO THEM IN THEIR NATIVE
LANGUAGE?

TITLE:

I’LL TEACH MY DOG 100

WORDS

COUNTING SONGS:

AUTHOR: MICHAEL K. FRITH

PLAY COUNTING SONGS

ILLUSTRATOR: P.D. EASTMAN

MATH

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
WHICH SKILL THAT HE TEACHES
HIS DOG IS YOUR FAVORITE?

THROUGHOUT THE DAY. YOU CAN
FIND THEM ON OUR THOUGHTFUL
PLAY YOUTUBE CHANNEL OR OUR
SPOTIFY PLAYLIST.

WHY?

TITLE:

AROUND OUR WAY ON

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT:

NEIGHBOR’S DAY
GO FOR A WALK OR A BIKE RIDE

SCIENCE

AUTHOR: TAMEKA FRYER-BROWN
ILLUSTRATOR: CHARLOTTE RILEY-

&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

WEBB

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

AROUND YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
POINT OUT DIFFERENT
LANDMARKS OR NEIGHBORS WHO
LIVE NEARBY. NOTICE STOP

WHO DO YOU SEE AROUND

SIGNS, STORES, PLAYGROUNDS,

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD?

AND STREET SIGNS.

HOW DO YOU INTERACT WITH
THEM? WHAT DO YOU SAY TO
THEM?

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 2

Unit 1

Letter B & /b/ Sound, Words Are Made of Sounds, and Horizontal Lines
LEARNING TIP: Spend about 3 minutes activating the letters by naming the letters
and their sounds. Try to do this 2-3 times a day.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter B written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter B
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter B on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find letter B, you need to activate it! Say the letter name, then trace the letter
while you say the sound three times, then say the letter name again ( e.g., B, /b/, /b/, /b/,
B).
4. Add B to your “Letter Wall.” While you are at the letter wall, activate the letter A by saying
and tracing it, saying the sound 3 times, and saying the letter A again.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day. Visit the Unit 1
Resources folder for a list of additional activities and games to review letters and letter
sounds.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Horizontal Lines
1. Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw horizontal lines.
2. Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control.
3. Ideas for drawing include ladders, Tic-Tac-Toe grids, or train tracks.
4. Extend by forming letters that require vertical and horizontal lines (e.g., E, F, H, I, L, T). Refer
to the Letter Formation Guide for support.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Device to play music, items that begin with various letter sounds

Activity: Musical Letter Sounds
1. A spin on musical chairs. Play your favorite Phonics Song from our Thoughtful Play YouTube or
Spotify Playlists and call out a letter name (e.g., B).
2. While the music is playing, your child is searching for items in the house that begin with the /b/
sound.
3. When the music stops, they have to run and touch the item that makes the /b/ sound.
4. Play multiple rounds to see how many items you can find (ball, box, butter, baby, bed, back,
bat). Add in other letter sounds!
*Tip: Do a quick scan of your space to make items that start with the various letter sounds readily
visible.

Math: Week 1, Day 2

Unit 1

Writing Numbers 3 to 5, Counting to 50, and Subitizing
LEARNING TIP: Children benefit from hearing others counting. Create habits
during the day in which they can hear you counting (e.g., counting stairs, counting
as you brush their teeth, or sing 1 to 100 to Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star at night).

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Paper or index cards, Unifix cubes, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Number People
1. Today, let’s turn the number 3 into a number person! Let’s write the number 3. Feel free to
draw dashed lines for them to trace or write the number and have them trace over them with
a highlighter or marker. Refer to the Number Formation Reference Sheet for guidance on
how to describe the steps of drawing 3. How can we turn it into a person? (Add a smiley
face, draw legs and arms). Stick on googly eyes for added fun! How many are you 3? Can
you use Unifix cubes to show me?
2. Let’s do the same with the numbers 4 and 5. Invite your child to write the numbers (or trace)
and turn them into number people, then ask the numbers to show how many they are using
Unifix cubes.
3. Cut out all of the number people from yesterday and today, and have a party for the number
people! Play counting songs and dance with them!
4. Save the number people to use again later in this unit.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Chairs, couch, stools, ottoman, stuffed animal/doll/action figure

Activity: The Mountain Climb
1. Prep Ahead: Organize furniture so that your child can “climb” a mountain or use stairs.
2. Challenge your child and a “friend” (e.g., stuffed animal) to climb to the peak of a “giant
mountain.” Can you climb 50 more steps? (Pretend to climb to the top of Mount Kilimanjaro in
Tanzania, 50 more steps - you’re climbing the tallest mountain in Africa).
3. Counting the steps will help you stay focused on this difficult challenge. You can do it!
4. Math Talk: Once your child reaches the top of the mountain, tell them their friend lost track
of their steps around 20 because they don’t know how to count past 20. Let’s count to 20
and then tell your friend what to do after that.
5. Extend by counting to 100.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Subitizing Dot Cards from yesterday (1 to 5 dots)

Activity: Crack the Code
1. A robot was just delivered to our house! To activate the robot, you must “crack the code.”
2. A parent starts as the pretend robot. Your child “cracks the code” by looking at the Secret
Codes (i.e., dot cards) through a “quick reveal” (2 sec) and stating how many dots they see.
3. Once your child correctly states the number of dots on a Secret Code card, reveal another
one. Once they have correctly identified all of the Secret Codes, they have cracked the
code!
4. This turns on the robot and they become a (robot who chases you around the house, a silly
robot who tells jokes, a tickle robot, etc.).
5. In order to turn the robot off, your child must count to 50. Take turns being the robot!

Social Studies: Week 1, Day 2
My Town, My City
Learning Focus – Economics: Learning about goods and services you can
purchase and the difference between needs and wants

BIG IDEA
Cities and towns are larger than a neighborhood. There are many people who live inside
a city or town. There are many cities and towns in each state.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Geography: City/Town, State

Math: Writing Numbers

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Cardstock or cardboard, markers/crayons, scissors

Activity: Make a Cell Phone
1. Today we are going to make a cell phone! A cell phone is
something that adults purchase. Each month you have to pay
for the service to have the phone on so that you can make calls,
text message, and use the internet from your phone.
2. Take a piece of cardstock or a piece of cardboard. You or your
child can cut the cardstock into a rectangular shape.
3. Draw 10 circles and invite your child to write the numbers 0-9
inside the circles. For added fun, use dot stickers!
4. Help your child learn important phone numbers for the people
in their family! Pick one phone number to begin. Somewhere on
the phone write out your phone number, so they can practice
dialing it.

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
Set your phone number to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” to help your child
memorize the numbers.
Discuss area codes and what the first three-digits of a phone number mean.
What are items that we purchase each week or each month that we need? Where in our
town or city do we go to get these items?
What are items that we do not necessarily need, but we want them? Where in our town
or city would we go to get these? How is needing something different than wanting
something?

Academic Extension:
Explore how cities and towns are the same in some ways and different in other ways.
View pictures of cities and towns to learn more and discuss how they are the same or
different.

Unit 1

Unit 1

Thoughtful Play
SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 1, DAY 2
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

THE COLORS OF US

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: KAREN

LANGUAGE
ARTS

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
LETTER TILE PLAY:

KATZ

USE LETTER TILES IN PLAY AS

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

TREASURE OR CHARACTERS,

WHAT DIFFERENT SKIN COLORS
DO YOU SEE IN YOUR

INCREASING YOUR CHILD’S
FAMILIARITY WITH THEM.

NEIGHBORHOOD?
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOUR SKIN COLOR?

TITLE:

USBORNE, COUNT TO 100

AUTHOR: FELICITY BROOKS
ILLUSTRATOR:

MATH

SOPHIA TOULIATOU

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE
THING TO COUNT IN THIS BOOK?

DAILY COUNTING:
FIND SITUATIONS WHERE YOU CAN
SAY THE COUNTING SEQUENCE
EVERYDAY (E.G., BRUSHING TEETH,
STIRRING BUBBLE MIXTURES OR
WHEN BAKING, ACT AS A

WHY?
CAN YOU PICTURE 100 BLOCKS?

MICROWAVE TIMER).

HOW ABOUT 100 BLADES OF
GRASS?

TITLE:

WHERE DO I LIVE?

AUTHOR: NEIL CHESANOW

SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

ILLUSTRATOR: ANN IOSA

CREATE A PRETEND CITY OUTSIDE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

USING SIDEWALK CHALK (OR INSIDE

CAN YOU NAME ALL THE PLACES
YOU LIVE?
CAN YOU NAME YOUR CITY,
STATE,

AND COUNTRY?

USING CUSHIONS). INCLUDE
SCHOOLS AND STORES. “DRIVE”
AROUND THE PRETEND
NEIGHBORHOOD ON A BIKE OR
SCOOTER TO PURCHASE ITEMS YOU
NEED OR WANT. USE PRETEND
MONEY TO MAKE PURCHASES.

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 3

Unit 1

Letter T & /t/ Sound, Words Are Made of Sounds, and Diagonal Lines
LEARNING TIP: Feel free to do activities back-to-back or separate them throughout
the day. Consider introducing the idea of taking turns choosing activities and use the
Language Arts activities when it’s your turn.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter T written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter T
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter T on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find the Letter T, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter
while you say the sound 3 times, then say the letter name again (T, /t/, /t/, /t/ T). Have
your child do the same.
4. Add T to your Letter Wall. Activate the letter A and B by saying and tracing them three
times each.
5. Extend by making words with the newly activated letters: A, B, and T (e.g., AT, BAT, TAB).
Encourage your child to point to each letter as they make the sound, then string the new
word together (/b/, /a-a-a/, /t/ - bat). Using smooth blending, where they elongate the
sounds, will help them better hear the word.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Diagonal Lines
1. Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw vertical lines.
2. Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control.
3. Ideas for drawing include mountains, slides and ramps for trucks.
4. Extend by forming letters that require diagonal lines (e.g., A, K, M, N, V, W, X, Y, Z). Refer to
the Letter Formation Guide for support.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: N/A

Activity: Jump the Sound
1. Say several sentences and have your child listen closely for the /t/ sound.
2. Whenever they hear the /t/ sound, have them jump in the air (or run to touch an object and
run back). Try these:
a. Timmy was two years old.
c. Ten trees stand tall.
b. Turtles take lots of time to nap.
d. Time to take out the trash
3. Practice with different letter sounds.
Tip: Enunciate the /t/ sound each time you say it. If your child needs help recognizing it, draw
it out by saying “t-t-t-ten t-t-t-trees...” Encourage your child to come up with additional
sentences.

Math: Week 1, Day 3

Unit 1

Counting Numbers 1 to 100, Forming Numbers 0 to 5, and Subitizing
LEARNING TIP: Point out numbers throughout the day. When you see a number,
say it. (e.g., numbers on mailboxes). The goal is to help your child notice numbers
and to build their number recognition by regularly hearing and seeing the numbers.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Device to play “Counting to 100” songs, space to move

Activity: Exercise to 100
1. Let’s count to 100 while we do different exercises ten times each.
2. Do this without music or turn on your favorite counting song to count and exercise. You can
find counting songs on our Thoughtful Play YouTube Channel or in our Thoughtful Play Spotify
playlist.
3. Explain that you will change the exercise once we do 10 repetitions. Show them what you
mean by doing 10 jumping jacks and counting to 10. Every time we get to a multiple of 10, one
of us calls out a new exercise. Let’s count the multiples of 10 first. Say them out loud to your
child: 10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90-100.
4. Now let’s count by 1’s to 100 and change up our exercise after doing 10 repetitions.
5. Possible exercises include jumping jacks, touching your toes, hopping on one foot, twisting
arms and waist side to side, lifting up knee to the sky.
6. Extend by counting and exercising to 200.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Paper, paint, Q-tips, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Painting Numbers
1. Prep Ahead: Fold a piece of paper into 4 quadrants and cut along the creases. In pencil,
lightly write the numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the pieces of paper. Prepare the paint by using a
paper plate as a palette and having Q-tips nearby.
2. Today, let’s practice forming numbers by painting numbers with a “magical painting stick!”
3. Let’s use these 4 pieces of paper to paint the numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5.
4. Use your magical painting utensil (i.e., Q-tip) to paint the numbers. As they form the numbers,
say the directions from the Number Formation Reference Sheet.
5. If they would like to paint some more, cut another sheet of paper and practice again!
6. Extend by painting all numbers from 0 to 10.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 3 dice, dry erase board and dry erase marker

Activity: Lucky Numbers
1. The goal of this game is to be the first person to get 5 of the numbers 4, 5, and 6 on a dice
(i.e., 4 dots, 5 dots, and 6 dots). Start with 4 dots and go up to 6 dots.
2. Start by asking your child, “What does 4 dots look like on a dice? 5 dots? 6 dots?”
3. The first player tosses 3 dice. A player gets a tally mark for every dice with 4 dots. Player two
tosses the dice and play continues in this way. The goal is to get 5 tally marks.
4. Have your child be the score keeper. Remind them that tally marks are straight lines going
down and to write the fifth tally we draw a diagonal line across the 4 tally marks.
5. The first player to reach 5 tally marks wins round 1! Repeat for the numbers 5 and 6.

Social Studies: Week 1, Day 3

Unit 1

Where I Come From
LEARNING Focus - Social Studies: People have unique traditions, including
the food they eat, tied to culture and family

BIG IDEA
The places where we live and have lived impact what we eat, how we talk, and what we
do. Our food in particular is influenced by our families and where we are from.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Math: Measurement

Geography

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: A favorite family recipe, kitchen ingredients and utensils

Activity: Cooking From Our Roots
1. Food brings people together and recipes are passed down
from generation to generation. Food can be special because it
is a special recipe from a great grandmother or grandfather, is
from a specific region or area, or celebrates a culture or history.
2. Find a recipe that is unique and special to your family - a
beloved cookie recipe or a dish that represents a region or
area that you are from, or any recipe that has meaning for
your family.
3. Prepare it together and talk about where it comes from (region)
and why it’s special (cultural and/or family tradition).

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
What is your favorite dish to eat? Why is it special to you? Do you know the origin of your
favorite food? Let’s explore where your favorite food comes from.
Do you know what makes the recipe we made today special?
Recipes are informational text – they tell us information about what to do and how to do
it. Why is it important to follow recipes in the exact order they are written?
Compare the sizes of measuring cups or measuring spoons. Explore 1⁄2 and 1⁄4 in
comparison to one whole.

Reality Check:
My son has severe food allergies and a GI disorder so many of the dishes that are part of our
family’s cultures and traditions we cannot make for our son. Instead, we have created new
traditions of family recipes that are based on tastes we love with foods that he can eat. Feel
free to use this as an opportunity to do the same by making new family traditions!

Academic Extension:
Learn about the different areas or regions your family members have lived. Conduct an
oral history project and talk with aunts, uncles, or grandparents about where they lived
and how they came to live where they are now.

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES -WEEK 1, DAY 3
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

THIS IS HOW WE DO IT

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: MATT
LAMOTHE

LANGUAGE
ARTS

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
WHAT IS SIMILAR BETWEEN THE

PHONICS DANCE PARTY:
PUT ON YOUR CHILD’S FAVORITE
PHONICS SONGS DURING THE DAY
AND DANCE AROUND THE ROOM!

CHILDREN? WHAT IS DIFFERENT?
WHAT DO YOU DO? WHO IS
SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT FROM
YOU? HOW SO?

TITLE:

HOW MANY SNAILS? A

COUNTING BOOK
AUTHOR: PAUL GIGANTI, JR.
ILLUSTRATOR: DONALD CREWS

MATH

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
HOW MANY DO YOU SEE?

HOW MANY?
CARRY AROUND A DICE AND DO
QUICK REVEALS FOR 2 SECONDS
THROUGHOUT THE DAY. WHEN
YOUR CHILD TELLS YOU HOW
MANY DOTS THERE ARE WITHOUT
COUNTING, THEY “UNLOCK” OR
“INITIATE” SOMETHING, SUCH AS
THE DOOR OPENING OR YOU
BRINGING LUNCH TO THE TABLE.

TITLE:
SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

AUTHOR: LINDA SUE PARK

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

ILLUSTRATOR: HO BAEK LEE

PLAY FOUR CORNERS BY HANGING

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

THE CARDINAL DIRECTIONS

BEE-BIM BOP!

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE DISH
TO EAT THAT YOUR FAMILY
MAKES?
HOW IS IT MADE?

(NORTH, SOUTH, EAST,
WEST) IN THE CORNERS OF A
ROOM. ONE PLAYER CLOSES
THEIR EYES AND COUNTS TO 10
WHILE THE OTHERS RUN
TO A CORNER. IF PLAYER ONE
GUESSES THEIR CORNER THEN
THEY SWITCH ROLES.

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 4

Unit 1

Letter C & /c/ Sound, Review of Letters and Sounds, and Draw Circles
LEARNING TIP: Drawing out the first sound in a word helps train your child’s ear at
hearing sounds and playing with sounds - a critical component as we begin blending
sounds together to make words.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter C written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter C
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter C on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house
3. Once you find the Letter C you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter while
you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (C, /k/, /k/, /k/ C).
4. Add the letter C to your Letter Wall. Activate the other letters on the letter wall by saying and
tracing them three times each.
5. Extend by making words with the newly activated letters: A, B, T, and C (e.g., AT, CAB, BAT,
TAB, ACT). Encourage your child to point to each letter as they make the sound, then string the
new word together (/b/, /a-a-a/, /t/ - bat). Using smooth blending, where they elongate the
sounds, will help them better hear the word.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Circles & Semi-Circles
1. Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw circles and semi-circles.
2. Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control.
3. Ideas for drawing include faces, wheels, or rainbows.
4. Extend by forming letters that require circles or semi-circles (e.g., B, C, D, G, J, O, P, Q, R, U).
You can find directions on how to guide individual letter formation in the Unit 1 Resources
document.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Paper, tape, sidewalk chalk (if playing outside)

Activity: Four Corners
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letters A, B, C, T on separate sheets of paper. Hang the letters in the
four corners of a room. You could also draw a large square outdoors with chalk and put a letter
in each corner.
2. One player stands in the middle of the room, closes their eyes and counts to 10 while the other
players quietly choose a corner.
3. When the counter gets to 10 they call out a letter name (or sound) with their eyes closed.
Anyone who is standing in that corner is out (or say “better luck next time”).
4. The last person still in the game becomes the new counter or you can take turns as the counter
after each round.
5. If playing with one child, switch roles whenever someone is “caught” in a corner. See how long
you can go before getting caught!

Math: Week 1, Day 4

Unit 1

Counting Objects, Identifying & Writing Numbers, and Subitizing
LEARNING TIP: Note that numbers are abstract symbols. For most children number
recognition takes time. There is no need to rush number recognition. The numbers 0
to 9 are the most important, and the rest will come.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: 10 paper plates, 45 Unifix cubes/LEGOs

Activity: Making Towers
1. Prep Ahead: Write the numbers 0 to 9 on the 10 paper plates. Gather exactly 45 Unifix
cubes.
2. Today the challenge is to make different size towers using all 45 Unifix cubes and each tower
needs to have a different number of “levels.”
3. First, we need to put the plates in order from 0 to 9, then we can build towers on each plate!
4. Hand your child the plates. Once the plates are in order, hand them the 45 Unifix cubes and
work together to create towers with the correct number of levels (e.g., the plate with “5”
should have 5 cubes together as a 5-cube tower).
5. Extend to 12 towers.
6. Save the “Numbered Paper Plates (0 to 9)” to use again.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Paper, plastic sleeve, dry erase marker, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Drawing Numbers
1. Today, let’s practice drawing numbers at the Number Laboratory! Introduce the concept of
having a special place to go to do math tasks! Have it be a special place in your house with
chairs and a table/desk, or on the floor with a clipboard. Create a Number Laboratory sign,
decorate it, and hang it up!
2. After settling in to the Number Laboratory, present a sheet of paper in a plastic sleeve with the
numbers 0 to 5 written on it. These are numbers for your child to trace.
3. Refer to the Number Formation Reference to share the steps for writing the numbers.
4. After some practice, invite them to try to write them freehand without tracing.
5. Adapt by focusing on one number at a time.
6. Extend by presenting the paper in a plastic sleeve without any numbers written on the paper.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Box, 20 pennies, Subitizing Dot Cards (Numbers 1 to 6)

Activity: Unlock the Treasure
1. Prep Ahead: Place 20 pennies in a “treasure box” on the opposite side of the room. Gather
and shuffle the Subitizing Dots Cards (1 to 6). Extend by using dot cards 1 to 8.
2. There is a treasure to unlock! In order to do this, you have to follow specific directions on
how to approach the treasure box. You will be shown “Secret Codes” (i.e., Subitizing Dot
Cards) that tell you how many steps to take. You will only see it for a few seconds so be
ready!
3. Hold up the Secret Codes, one at a time, for only 2 seconds (quick reveal). Your child should
determine how many dots are on the card and take that many steps.
4. Once they reach the treasure box, they have unlocked the treasure! Count the treasure!

Social Studies: Week 1, Day 4
My Place in the World
Learning Focus – Geography: Learning about cities/towns, states,
countries, and continents

BIG IDEA
We live in a very small corner of a very big world. There are many ways to describe
where we live in this world, including our town/city, state, country, and continent.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
LA: Writing

Math: Compare Sizes

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Construction paper, art supplies, stapler/ribbon, scissors

Activity: Where I Am in the World
1. Let’s find our place on the map! Draw six circles of increasingly
larger size (nesting circles) and of different colors. Have your child
cut the circles out.
2.Ask your child to layer the circles from smallest to largest, with the
smallest circle on top and the largest circle on the bottom.
3.Staple the circles together at the top, or use a hole punch and tie a
ribbon/string to secure them.
4.Talk with your child about where we live (address). Invite your child
to write their address on the smallest circle (put dots to trace, if
needed), and write the word “Home.”
5. Next, write city/town, state, country, continent, and planet on the remaining circles.
6. Discuss with your child that every person has a location in the world. Fill out each circle
together as you discuss where you live in the world.
7. If needed, provide dotted lines for your child to trace the letters. Invite your child to
decorate each nesting circle and write their name on their creation.

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
Talk about how a friend or family member who lives in a different city/state/country
would have a different place in the world. Discuss what their circles would look like.

Reality Check:
This activity was a great opportunity to reflect on where our cousins live in comparison to us.
This was also the activity that catapulted my daughter into knowing our town, state, country,
and continent!

Academic Extension:
Choose a region of the world to explore the animals and geography. Ideas: arctic tundra,
rainforest, woodlands, or desert.

Unit 1

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES -WEEK 1, DAY 4
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

THE GRANDDAUGHTER

NECKLACE
AUTHOR: SHARON DENNIS WYTHE

LANGUAGE
ARTS

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
DRAW OUT THE WORD:
THROUGHOUT THE DAY, CHOOSE

ILLUSTRATOR: BAGRAM IBATOULLINE

ONE WORD IN EACH SENTENCE TO

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

EMPHASIZE THE BEGINNING SOUND

WHY IS IT CALLED THE

(E.G., T-T-T-TRY THAT AGAIN).

GRANDDAUGHTER NECKLACE?
HOW DOES THE NECKLACE
TEACH US ABOUT HER FAMILY?

TITLE:

TEN, NINE, EIGHT

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: MOLLY
BANG

MATH

COUNTING MOVEMENTS:
COUNT THE NUMBER OF STAIRS AS

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

YOU CLIMB, COUNT STEPS YOU

HOW MANY ITEMS ARE ON EACH

TAKE TO GET TO THE MAILBOX,

PAGE? (COUNT THEM)

COUNT CLAPS, HOPS, STIRS, ETC.

TRACE THE NUMBER ON EACH
PAGE. WHAT DOES THE
MOVEMENT FEEL LIKE?

TITLE:

SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

AUTHOR: JOAN SWEENEY

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

ILLUSTRATOR: QIN LENG

PLAY THE “SEVEN CONTINENTS

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

SONG” BY HOPSCOTCH AVAILABLE

ME ON THE MAP

WHERE ARE YOU ON THE MAP?
WHERE IS YOUR SPECIAL
PLACE?
HOW IS YOUR PLACE ON THE
MAP DIFFERENT FROM
SOMEONE ELSE?

IN OUR THOUGHTFUL
PLAY YOUTUBE CHANNEL. SING
AND DANCE ALONG.

Language Arts: Week 1, Day 5

Unit 1

Letter S & /s/ Sound, Review of Letters and Sounds, and Draw Squares
LEARNING TIP: Keep lessons short and playful! This will signal to your child that
reading and making sense of letters and sounds is joyful and fun and will in turn foster
a love of reading.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter S written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter S
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter S on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
Once you find the Letter S, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter
while you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (S, /s/, /s/, /s/ S).
3. Add your new letter to your Letter Wall – activate the other letters by saying and tracing
them three times each – then add in S.
4. It is common for children to struggle pronouncing the /s/ sound. Encourage your child to
smile when they make the /s/ sound to hear the difference between /s/ and /f/.
5. Extend by making words with the newly activated letters: A, B, T, C, and S (e.g., AT, CAB,
BAT, TAB, ACT, SAT, BATS, CATS). Encourage your child to point to each letter as they
make the sound, then string the new word together (/b/, /a-a-a/, /t/ - bat). Using smooth
blending, where they elongate the sounds, will help them better hear the word.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, crayons, painter’s tape

Activity: Draw Squares
1. Give your child crayons and paper and have them draw squares.
2. Hang paper at eye level to work on arm and wrist control.
3. Ideas for drawing include houses, robots, or presents.
4. Extend by forming letters in your child’s name.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Letter cards A, B, C, T, S

Activity: Letter Tag
1. Play tag with the letter cards. Each player holds a letter card while you play.
2. The “tagger” chases the other players and makes the sound of the letter they are holding while
running around. When a new person is tagged, they become the tagger and chase others
around making the sound of the card they are holding.
3. To provide extra support for a letter that your child is struggling with, use just one letter.
4. The letter passes to the next tagger when someone becomes “It.”

Math: Week 1, Day 5

Unit 1

Counting Objects, Identifying & Writing Numbers, and Subitizing
LEARNING TIP: For many children mastering skills like number recognition, counting
to 100, and subitizing takes time. Continue practicing and trust that it will come. If
needed, incorporate more daily practice.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Deck of cards, Unifix cubes, 16 paper cups

Activity: Flip & Count
1. Prep Ahead: Write each number 2 to 9 twice on the bottom of cups so that you have 2 sets
of Numbered Cups (2 to 9) - save these to use again in other lessons. Remove the face cards
and the 10’s from a deck of cards. Shuffle the remaining cards and place them facedown in a
pile. Place the Unifix cubes (about 100) in a central location for the game.
2. I challenge you to a game of Flip and Count! The goal of this game is to fill all of your cups
with cubes. The first player to do this wins the game.
3. Each player gets 8 cups numbered 2 to 9. Keep them facedown so you can see the numbers.
4. For each turn, a player selects a card, counts that number of Unifix cubes, and selects the
correctly numbered cup. They place the cubes into the cup. Youngest player goes first. Take
turns. If you’ve already filled the cup that matches a card you flip, then you lose a turn. The
first player to fill all of their cups wins the game!
5. Extend by using numbers 10 to 20.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Paper or index cards, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Invisible Numbers
1. Prep Ahead: Write the numbers 0 to 5 on separate index cards. Scatter them on the floor.
2. Today, we are going to play with invisible numbers!
3. First, I need your help putting the number cards in order, but be careful because they may
turn invisible. Once your child has the number cards lined up from 0 to 5, flip over a card and
gasp “Oh no, the number (insert number) has become invisible!” We will have to write the
number. That’s the only way to bring it back from being invisible. If your child needs to look at
the number again, flip the card over and share that we don’t have much time before it will turn
invisible again. Flip it back over and have your child attempt to write the number. Use a pencil
and reassure them it’s okay to erase and try again!
4. Flip over numbers to make them invisible that your child needs practice with.
5. Extend by writing numbers up to 10.
1.
REVIEW
GAME
Materials: 10 plastic eggs or construction paper, Subitizing Dot Cards (1 to 10), Sharpie, bowls

Activity: Number Egg Hunt
1. Prep Ahead: Write the numbers 1 to 10 on plastic eggs or egg shapes cut from construction
paper. Scatter the Subitizing Dot Cards (1 to 10) around the room and hide the plastic eggs in
the same room. Use bowls as nests for the dot cards and eggs.
2. The eggs are missing! We need to return them to their nest!
3. Search around the room for the missing eggs and find the correct “nests” (i.e., Subitizing Dot
Cards). The number on each egg tells us which nest it belongs in.
4. Celebrate once they have returned all of the eggs to the correct nest.

Social Studies: Week 1, Day 5

Unit 1

I Live On the Planet Earth
Learning Focus – Geography: Explore what Earth looks like as a globe and as a
world map

BIG IDEA
We live on planet Earth. There are five oceans and seven continents on our Earth. There
are many people, places, and cultures to explore.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Art: Create an image of something real

Math: Directional Words

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Paper plate/construction paper, blue and green paint, picture of the Earth

Activity: Painting of the Earth
1. Today we are going to look at a picture of Earth together and
recreate what we see in a painting. Let’s look at Earth as a
globe and as a world map. What’s the difference? (A world
map is simply a globe opened up along a line and made flat.)
What do you see? What colors do you notice? What do those
colors represent [oceans/land (continents)]?
2. Provide your child with a white paper plate or with a circle cut
from white construction paper and a palette of blue and green paint.
3. Invite your child to paint the earth as they see it. Put on some relaxing
music and enjoy the creation.
4. Once their painting dries, have them write their name on the front or back of their
artwork, and invite them to share with you what the colors mean.

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
What continent are you painting? Do you remember the names of the continents?
Play “The Seven Continents Song” in our Thoughtful Play YouTube channel while you
work.
Which continent is the largest? Which is the smallest? Which continent is below North
America? Which continent is next to Asia? Which continents are above Africa?

Reality Check:
My child was not at all interested in painting a blue and green picture of the Earth. He
quickly decided there needed to be a different color for each continent. In many ways this
was a wonderful addition because it allowed him to recall the names of the different
continents and their relative sizes as he worked. He was then able to explain his painting
afterwards and used the colors as a reminder of the different continents he included.

Academic Extension:
Create a rocket ship that will allow you to see the earth from outer space. Use a
cardboard box and decorate it. Research how a rocket ship gets enough thrust to leave
our atmosphere and see pictures of our earth from above. Explore why it may be helpful
to see our earth from outer space.

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 1, DAY 5
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

LANGUAGE
ARTS

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES

SWIFT WALKER: A

CONTINENTAL JOURNEY

SYLLABLE BUILD:

AUTHOR: VERLYN TARLTON

WHILE DRIVING OR PLAYING, BREAK

ILLUSTRATOR: ALEJANDRO

A WORD INTO SYLLABLE BEATS AND

CHAMBERLAIN

SEE IF YOUR CHILD CAN PUT THE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

WORD BACK TOGETHER. PARENT

WHICH CONTINENT WOULD YOU
WANT TO VISIT? WHY?

SAYS, “NOO-DLES,” THE CHILD
SAYS, “NOODLES.”

WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE
CONTINENTS? WHAT IS THE
SAME?

TITLE:

CHICKA, CHICKA, 1, 2, 3

AUTHORS: BILL MARTIN JR., JOHN
ARCHAMBAULT, & MICHAEL

MATH

SAMPSON
ILLUSTRATOR:

ADDRESS & PHONE NUMBER:
INVITE YOUR CHILD TO LOOK AT A
PIECE OF MAIL AND IDENTIFY THE
NUMBERS IN YOUR ADDRESS. DO

LOIS EHLERT

DISCUSSION QUESTION:

THE SAME WITH YOUR PHONE
NUMBER.

WHAT DO YOU NOTICE ABOUT
NUMBERS 11 TO 19?

TITLE:
SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

BILLION YEARS

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

AUTHOR: STACEY MCANULTY

RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT - HAVE

ILLUSTRATOR: DAVID LITCHFIELD

YOUR CHILD START ON THE

DISCUSSION QUESTION:

OPPOSITE SIDE OF A ROOM OR

EARTH! MY FIRST 4.54

HOW DID THE DIFFERENT
CONTINENTS FORM?

THE YARD. FACE AWAY FROM
THEM SO THEY SEE YOUR BACK.
CALL OUT GREEN LIGHT FOR THEM
TO GO AND RED LIGHT FOR THEM
TO STOP. THE GOAL IS FOR THEM
TO REACH YOU ON A “GREEN
LIGHT.”

Thoughtful Play
ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST - UNIT 1, WEEK 3

LANGUAGE ARTS

ACTIVATE LETTER M

DAY 1

QUESTION OF THE DAY
LETTER BALLOONS

MATH

SCIENCE/SOCIAL
STUDIES

COUNTING-ON

SCIENCE:

RHYMES

WHAT WE NEED TO
SURVIVE POSTER

PAINTING NUMBERS
CARNIVAL CUPS

ADD ONE MORE &

ACTIVATE LETTER G

DAY 2

WRITE A LETTER
ALPHABET BINGO

TOUCH THE DOOR

SCIENCE:
NUTRITION PLATE

PLAYDOUGH
NUMBERS
ICE CREAM/TOY
STORE

ACTIVATE LETTER N

DAY 3

PEN PAL NOTES
LETTER SOUND HOP

ADD TWO & DO A

SCIENCE:

MOVE

SIMULATION

LUNG

NUMBER PEOPLE
HOP TO 100

ACTIVATE LETTER H

LUCKY 10

LABEL ARTWORK

PLAY SCHOOL

DAY 4
BEGINNING SOUND

SCIENCE:

HEART

SIMULATION:
PUMPING BLOOD

TICKLE MONSTER

SLAP

ACTIVATE LETTER F
LETTER TRACING

DAY 5

HIDE & SEEK LETTERS

BOUNCE IT RIGHT
MISSING NUMBERS
HOW MANY ARE IN
THE JAR?

SOCIAL/
EMOTIONAL:
CREATE A
SELF-PORTRAIT

Thoughtful Play
MATERIALS CHECKLIST - UNIT 1, WEEK 3
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

MATH

LANGUAGE ARTS

SCIENCE/SOCIAL
STUDIES

INDEX CARD (M)

PAPER PLATE, FINGER

PAPER

PAPER & PENCIL

PAINTS, NUMBER

ART SUPPLIES

BALLOON

FORMATION SHEET
NUMBERED CUPS (0 TO

DAY 1

9), 1 BLANK PAPER CUP,
TREASURE

DAY 2

INDEX CARD (G)

DICE

PAPER PLATE

PAPER & PENCIL

PLAYDOUGH, 1 SHEET

MARKERS

ENVELOPE

OF PAPER, MARKER,

CONSTRUCTION PAPER OR

ALPHABET BINGO

NUMBER FORMATION

PLAYDOUGH

TEMPLATE/5 X 5 GRID

SHEET

INDEX CARD

CHIPS/COINS

STICKY NOTES, DOLLAR

SCISSORS

BILLS (REAL OR

GLUE/TAPE

PRETEND), TOYS

INDEX CARD (N)

DAY 3

DAY 4

DECK OF CARDS/UNO

PAPER

PAPER & PENCIL

PAPER/INDEX CARDS,

SCISSORS

SIDEWALK CHALK

UNIFIX CUBES, NUMBER

MARKER

/PAINTER’S TAPE

FORMATION SHEET

2 BALLOONS

5 NUMBERED PAPER

MASON JAR (OR GLASS

INDEX CARD (H)

PLATES (5 TO 9),

CONTAINER)

PAPER & MARKERS

PAINTER’S TAPE

2 STRAWS

ARTS & CRAFT

2 SHEETS OF PAPER, 2

BALLOONS

MATERIALS

PLASTIC SLEEVES, DRY

TOOTHPICK

5 INDEX CARDS

ERASE MARKER, NUMBER

FOOD COLORING

FORMATION SHEET

SHALLOW TRAY

SUBITIZING DOTS (1 TO

RUBBER BAND

10)

TAPE

DECK OF CARDS, BALL,

PAPER

UNIFIX CUBES/LEGOS,

ART SUPPLIES

DRY ERASE BOARD, DRY

CHAIR

ERASE MARKER

MIRROR

INDEX CARD (F)
PAPER

DAY 5

PLASTIC SLEEVE, DRY
ERASE MARKER

NUMBER CARDS (1 TO 9),
2 INDEX CARDS
OBJECTS TO COUNT, JAR

Language Arts: Week 3, Day 1

Unit 1

Letter M & /m/ Sound, Letter Formation, and Letter/Sound Review
LEARNING TIP: Leave writing tools and paper available for spontaneous writing &
drawing. Encourage your child to label their drawings, keep score during a game,
or title their free play.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter M written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter M
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter M on an index card and hide somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find the letter M, you need to activate it! Name the letters, then trace the letter
while you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (/m/, /m/, /m/ M).
4. Add your new letter to your Letter Wall. Activate the other letters, then add in M.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day.
6. Extend by making words with the activated letters (e.g., MAP, MAT, MOP, MAD). Demonstrate
smooth blending of words (/m/, /a-a-a/, /p/) rather than choppy blending (/m/,/a/, /p/) to
help your child better hear the word.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper/dry erase board/chalkboard, writing utensil

Activity: Question of the Day
1. Prep Ahead: Write the question “Is your favorite color red?” on a dry erase board or paper.
Write the words YES and NO on index cards and tape to a wall nearby for reference.
2. Read the question aloud for your child.
3. Have them write the word ‘YES’ or ‘NO’ underneath the question. Then, invite them to write
their name next to their answer.
4. Refer to the Unit 1 Resources folder for a list of additional Questions of the Day to incorporate
into your daily practice with your child. It is not required that they can always read the
sentence independently. Rather, this is a time to think critically about the question and practice
writing their answers.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 3-5 balloons, marker

Activity: Letter Balloons
1. Prep Ahead: Choose 3-5 letters your child is still practicing on various balloons.
2. Let’s play Keep It Up with our balloons!
3. Choose one balloon at a time and work together to keep it up in the air as long as you can.
4. Call out the letter or letter sound of the balloon every time you hit the balloon.
5. Swap letter balloons after keeping a balloon in the air for 5 touches in a row.

Math: Week 3, Day 1

Unit 1

Counting-On, Form Numbers, and Number Recognition 0 to 10
LEARNING TIP: Numbers are abstract symbols. For most children number
recognition and learning to write numbers takes time. Children need practice
forming numbers and solid wrist and finger strength to write numbers correctly.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: N/A

Activity: Counting-On Rhymes
1. Let’s get ready for some counting rhymes!
2. I’ll read a rhyming phrase and I need you to count-on by 1’s from the number I name. Are you
ready?
3. Remember, when we “count-on,” we’re adding one more to the number before. You can just
count one more or keep counting onward to 10, you decide!
Today let’s have lots of fun, but first let me hear you count-on from one. (2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10)
One, two, buckle my shoe, now count-on from two. (3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10)
Okay, my little bumblebee, let’s hear you count on from three. (4-5-6-7-8-9-10)
Here’s one more, touch the floor, and then count on from four. (5-6-7-8-9-10)
My little dolphin, get ready to dive, and before you do, count-on from five. (6-7-8-9-10)
Rhyme and count-on again by changing the numbers to be numbers in the twenties and
thirties (e.g., twenty one, thirty two, etc).

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Paper plate, finger paints, Number Formation Reference Sheet, optional: paper

Activity: Painting Numbers
1. Let’s paint numbers today! Let’s try to make the number 6, 7, 8, and 9!
2. Squirt some finger paints on paper plates and get a shallow baking pan ready. Practice
forming the numbers in the pan using the finger paints.
3. To increase engagement, paint with your child and say things like, “I just made a 6. Can you
make a 6?” Refer to the Number Formation Reference Sheet to describe the steps.
4. If desired, paint the numbers on paper with finger paints.
5. Extend by having your child paint all of the numbers from 0 to 10 on paper and create a
Number Art Exhibit!

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Numbered Cups (0 to 9), 1 paper cup, treasure

Activity: Carnival Cups
1. Prep Ahead: Write 10 on the blank paper cup. Gather all of the Numbered Cups. Turn all of
the cups upside down and hide a treasure under one cup. Set this up at the Number
Laboratory.
2. Let’s play “Carnival Cups” at the Number Laboratory! The goal is to find the cup with the
hidden treasure.
3. Touch a cup that you think is hiding the treasure, say the number, and look underneath the
cup! Did you find the treasure?
4. Continue until the treasure is found, then hide it again for more Carnival Cup playtime!
5. Extend by using cups with numbers up to 20.

Unit 1

Science: Week 3, Day 1
What Humans Need to Survive
Learning Focus – Science & Economics: Learning what living things need to
survive and understanding the differences between wants and needs.

BIG IDEA
Humans are living things. They are similar to other living things in some ways and
different in other ways. Humans need food, oxygen, water, and shelter to survive.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
LA: Writing

Science: Comparison of Plants & Animals

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Paper, art supplies

Activity: What We Need to Survive Poster
1. Today, we are going to create a poster to show the particular things that
humans need to survive. This will help us understand the difference between
human needs and wants. Together brainstorm what humans need to survive.
2.Invite your child to determine how they want to organize a poster to show
this.
3.One way to set up the poster is to fold a piece of paper in half and half
again, giving you four quadrants. Alternatively, use separate pieces of paper
to illustrate each thing we need to survive.
4.Encourage your child to write words to communicate what they are drawing. Use the
inquiry questions/prompts to discuss needs versus wants.

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
What do humans need to survive? How are these needs similar or different from what
plants or other animals need to survive?
o Plants and animals both need energy. In what ways do plants obtain energy, and
how is this different from the way animals obtain energy?
o If you have a pet, or would like a pet, what does it need to survive? In what ways
are pets similar to, or different from, humans?
You identified things humans need to survive. There are also things we want, but do not
need to survive. Let’s identify whether something is a need or a want.
o Go through the following list and discuss if it is a need or a want: French fries, a
car, toys, plants, pancakes for breakfast, milk.
All are wants, except plants. We need plants to give us oxygen and for food.
What makes the rest of these wants? What are some of your wants? Share why these
are wants.
Reality Check:
My daughter wanted to include sleep and movement. This was a great opportunity to discuss
what we need that is external to us as compared to the physical things we must do to
survive, which are actions such as sleeping and moving around

Academic Extension:
Research photosynthesis and learn more about how plants produce their own energy.

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 3, DAY 1
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

MY AMAZING BODY

AUTHOR: PAT THOMAS

LANGUAGE
ARTS

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
I HEAR WITH MY LITTLE EAR:

ILLUSTRATOR: LESLEY HARKER

BREAK A SMALL WORD APART INTO

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

SOUNDS (/M/,/A-A-A/,/P/). YOUR

WHAT AMAZING THINGS CAN
YOUR BODY DO?
HOW DO YOU HELP YOUR

CHILD TRIES TO GUESS WHAT
WORD YOU ARE SAYING. TAKE
TURNS!

BODY?

TITLE:

MATH

TEN APPLES UP ON TOP!

TRACE NUMBERS:

AUTHOR: THEO LESIEG

TRACE NUMBERS ON ONE

ILLUSTRATOR: ROY MCKIE

ANOTHER’S ARMS AND BACKS TO

DISCUSSION QUESTION:

PRACTICE SHAPING AND

IF YOU HAVE 5 APPLES UP ON

IDENTIFYING NUMBERS.

TOP, AND ADD TWO MORE,
HOW MANY APPLES DO YOU
HAVE NOW?

TITLE:
SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL

EARTH'S LIVING THINGS

AUTHOR: KAREN JONES

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
HOW DO WE KNOW SOMETHING
IS LIVING?

STUDIES

WHAT DO LIVING THINGS NEED
TO SURVIVE?

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:
HUMANS NEED SHELTER BECAUSE
IT PROTECTS US FROM WIND, RAIN,
SNOW, INSECTS, AND
CARNIVOROUS ANIMALS. PLAY A
GAME OF HIDE-AND-SEEK WHERE
THE PERSON HIDING FINDS
“SHELTER” TO PROTECT THEM
FROM THE MOSQUITOS.

Language Arts: Week 3, Day 2

Unit 1

Letter G & /g/ Sound, Letter Formation, and Letter/Sound Review
LEARNING TIP: Model good writing behaviors by inviting your child to dictate to
you while you write their thoughts. This shows them how to match sounds to
words, how print works, as well as writing conventions.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter G written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter G
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter G on an index card and hide somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find the Letter G, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter while
you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (G, /g/, /g/, /g/ G).
4. Add your new letter to your Letter Wall. Activate the other letters, then add in G.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day.
6. Extend by making words with the activated letters (e.g., BUG, PIG, MUG, BOG).

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, pencil, envelope, stickers/art supplies

Activity: Write a Letter
1. Explain that we can send mail to people we care about. Choose someone to mail a letter to.
2. Take dictation from your child as they compose a letter to their loved one.
3. As your child dictates the letter, let them see you writing. Periodically stop to sound out words
and think about how to spell them and what sounds you hear.
4. Invite your child to sign their name, decorate the letter and address the envelope together.
Discuss streets, cities, states, and zip codes.
5. Find where the letter will travel from and to on a map or globe.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Letter cards, Alphabet Bingo template/5 x 5 grid, chips/coins

Activity: Alphabet Bingo
1. Today we will play a game of Alphabet Bingo!
2. Use the Alphabet Bingo template or create your own 5x5 game board, working together to
write the letters in each box in the grid.
3. Shuffle your letter cards and place them facedown in front of you. Take turns selecting a card
and naming the letter and its sound. Use chips or coins to cover the letter on your board. The
first player to have 5 letters in a row wins!

Math: Week 3, Day 2

Unit 1

Subitizing & Counting-On, Forming and Writing Numbers
LEARNING TIP: Be sure to have a number pathway from 0 to 9 displayed nearby.
If your child writes a number incorrectly, ask them to look at the numbers on the
wall and see if the number they wrote looks the same as the one on the wall.
Ideally, they will self-correct. If not, gently show them how you would write the
number.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Dice

Activity: Add One More & Touch the Door
1. Today, we are going to add one more to the number we get when we toss a dice! This is called
counting-on and it’s adding! We’re adding 1 more! The challenge is once you determine the
total when you add one more, that’s how many times you need to run and touch the door.
2. Toss the dice. Add one more to find the total. Run back and forth from the starting line to the
door that many times.
3. Extend by adding two more or three more, or by using 2 dice to start.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Playdough, 1 sheet of paper, marker, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Playdough Numbers
1. Prep Ahead: Roll the playdough into noodle-like strips to build numbers. Fold a piece of paper
into 4 quadrants and cut along the crease. Write numbers 6 to 9 on the separate pieces of
paper. One number per piece.
2. Let’s make playdough numbers!!
3. Create playdough numbers on each paper for the numbers 6 to 9, using the written numbers
as a guide.
4. As your child works, share the steps from the Number Formation Reference Sheet as
observations (e.g., Look, the 6 starts at the top and curves around to the bottom and then
curves back up to the middle).
5. Math Talk: Which two numbers look similar? (6 and 9) How are these numbers similar and how
are they different?
6. Consider baking them in the oven to dry (200°F for 30-45 minutes). Paint them once they cool!
7. Extend by making numbers 0 to 10.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Sticky notes, pretend ice cream or toys, real or pretend dollar bills, stuffed animals

Activity: Ice Cream Parlor/ Toy Store
1. Prep Ahead: Write the dollar sign ($) on 5-10 Sticky notes.
2. Let’s set up an ice cream parlor or toy store today!
3. We need to display the different ice cream sizes or the toys for sale. We also need to label
the prices! Let’s have everything cost between $1 and $5.
4. Have your child write a variety of prices on the sticky notes from $1 to $5, and label each
item.
5. Have stuffed animals, dolls, and action figures come purchase ice cream or toys. Provide the
“customers” with “money” to pay for the items. Be sure to count the money!
6. Extend by writing “receipts” with the price for each item.

Unit 1

Science: Week 3, Day 2
Topic: Taking Care of Our Bodies

Learning Focus – Science: Learning different ways we can take care of our bodies.

BIG IDEA
One way we take care of our bodies is through the foods we eat. It is important to eat a
variety of foods. We need to make sure we are eating vegetables, fruits, healthy
proteins, and whole grains every day.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
LA: Vocabulary & Writing

Math: Fractions (fourths)

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Paper plate, markers, construction paper/playdough, index card, scissors, glue or
tape

Activity: Nutrition Plate
1. Let’s make a plate to show the types of foods we should eat to keep
our bodies healthy!
2.Our body needs nutrients and these come from our food. It is
important to eat a variety of foods each day from each of four
categories: whole grains, healthy proteins, fruits, and vegetables.
3.Take a paper plate and draw one vertical line extending down the middle of the plate
and a horizontal line extending across the middle of the plate to make four equal
sections.
4.Invite your child to cut an index card into 4 small pieces and label each piece with the
following categories: Grains, Proteins, Fruits, Vegetables.
5. Next, use construction paper or playdough to construct foods that fit in the 4
categories. Position them on the plate with a label for each category.
6. Point out that the plate has about the same amount of each type of food. There should
be four parts to each meal, with each category making up about ¼ of the meal. [Note
that in general, vegetables should make up slightly more than fruits.]
7. Cut out a glass shape and invite your child to label it “Water” and a small bottle shape to
label “Oil.” These are also important to include with meals.

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
What types of foods are grains? Grains come from plants. Whole grains include grains that are
minimally processed, such as brown rice, quinoa, and whole wheat products.
What types of foods are proteins? These are foods that help our body build muscles. Foods with a
lot of healthy protein include meat, such as chicken, as well as beans, seeds, and nuts.
What fruits do you like? What vegetables do you like? Do you think your family eats enough fruits
and vegetables each day? How do you know?
Is there a nutrition category for candy or sugar? Why not?

Academic Extension:
Record different healthy foods from all 4 categories on index cards. Include some foods that your
child hasn’t yet tried. Fold the index cards in half and place them in a soup pot. With kitchen
tongs, have your child go “fishing” for food cards. For each card they select, have them
determine the correct nutrition category.

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 3, DAY 2
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

THE SKELETON INSIDE YOU

AUTHOR: PHILLIP BALESTRINO

LANGUAGE
ARTS

PHONICS DANCE PARTY:

ILLUSTRATOR: TRUE KELLEY

PUT ON YOUR CHILD’S FAVORITE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

PHONICS SONGS DURING THE DAY

HOW DOES OUR SKELETON HELP
US?
WHAT COULD WE NOT DO IF WE
DIDN'T HAVE A SKELETON?

TITLE:

MOUSE COUNT

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: ELLEN
STOLL WALSH

MATH

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
COUNT-ON WITH THE SNAKE AS
HE COUNTS THE NUMBER OF

AND DANCE AROUND THE ROOM!
ACCESS OUR THOUGHTFUL PLAY
YOUTUBE PLAYLIST FOR
INSPIRATION!

COUNTING-ON CHALLENGE:
CHALLENGE EACH OTHER BY
STATING A NUMBER AND ASKING,
“CAN YOU COUNT-ON FROM
(INSERT NUMBER)? START WITH
NUMBERS BETWEEN 1 AND 9. GO UP
TO 100!

MICE IN THE JAR.

TITLE:
SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

ABOUT HEALTHY HABITS

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

AUTHOR: CHERYL J. MEINERS

SET UP A WORKOUT AREA.

ILLUSTRATOR: ELIZABETH ALLEN

INCLUDE A MAT TO DO

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

STRETCHING AND SIT UPS, AN

GROW STRONG! A BOOK

WHAT ARE THE WAYS YOU EAT
HEALTHY, GET GOOD SLEEP,
AND INCORPORATE MOVEMENT
IN EACH DAY?
WHAT ARE SOME OTHER WAYS
YOU CAN TAKE OF YOUR BODY?

AREA TO DO JUMPING JACKS AND
QUICK FEET, AND STUFFED
ANIMALS AS “CONES” TO WEAVE
IN AND OUT OF AND TO JUMP
OVER. SET A TIMER AND MOVE
FROM ONE ACTIVITY TO ANOTHER,
COMPLETING A WORKOUT
TOGETHER.

Language Arts: Week 3, Day 3

Unit 1

Letter N & /n/ Sound, Letter Formation, and Letter/Sound Review
LEARNING TIP: Be a partner in play as much as possible. In addition to
strengthening your connection with your child, it is a great opportunity to introduce
new and more sophisticated vocabulary.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter N written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter N
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter N on an index card and hide it somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find the Letter N, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter while
you say the sound three times, (N, /n/, /n/, /n/ N).
4. Add your new letter to your Letter Wall. Activate the other letters, then add in N.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day.
6. Extend by making words with the activated letters (e.g., MEN, PEN, NOT, NUT, PIN, SUN).

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper and pencil

Activity: Pen Pal Notes
1. Prep Ahead: Write a special note to your child from your child’s favorite stuffed animal or toy.
Leave it in an area where they can find it.
2. Read the note together and get excited about answering the stuffed animal back.
3. Take dictation from your child as they compose a note back to their stuffed animal. Have them
write their name on the note. Leave it in a special place for their stuffed animal to find.
4. When you take dictation from your child, make sure they can see you writing each word, and
think out loud as you sound out how to spell words.
5. Keep little notes going back and forth for as long as your child is interested. Gradually ask
your child to write some of the words.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Sidewalk chalk/painter’s tape

Activity: Letter/Sound Hop
1. Using sidewalk chalk or strips of painter’s tape, write the letters your child is practicing on the
floor or driveway in a random fashion.
2. Call out the letters or sounds and challenge your child to hop/run/skip to the letter or sound
that is named.
3. Activate their imagination by making the letters be islands in the ocean, stones over hot lava,
secret steps to reach the treasure, lily pads in a pond, etc.

Math: Week 3, Day 3

Unit 1

Counting-On, Forming Numbers, and Counting to 100 Review
LEARNING TIP: Certain numbers are easier to write, such as 7. If your child
encounters frustration, focus on the numbers that come easier to them and then
tackle the more difficult numbers. Also, at this stage, it is entirely okay to have
them tracing over dashed lines to form the numbers.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Deck of cards/UNO cards

Activity: Add Two & Do a Move
1. Prep Ahead: Use cards numbered 2 to 8 only. Shuffle and place them facedown in a pile.
2. Today, we are going to add two more and do some fun movements! When we add 2, we are
just counting-on 2 more from a number. Hold up your fingers to show 1, and then 2 fingers.
3. Take turns drawing a card from the pile, count-on two more from that number and that’s how
many moves you do! Select a move and call it out (e.g., jumping jacks, kicks, punches, twirls,
hops, dance moves).
4. Here’s an example: I draw a 7 from the pile. I count-on 8-9 and call out “sit-ups,” so we do 9
sit-ups!
5. Extend by including cards up to 10 and add on three or four to each number.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Paper or index cards, Unifix cubes, Number Formation Reference Sheet

Activity: Number People
1. Today, let’s turn the number 6 into a number person! Let’s write the number 6. Feel free to
draw dashed lines for them to trace or write the number and have them trace over them with
a highlighter or marker. Refer to the Number Formation Reference Sheet for guidance on how
to describe the steps of drawing 6.
2. How can we turn it into a person? (Add a smiley face, draw legs and arms). Stick on googly
eyes for added fun! How many are you 6? Can you use Unifix cubes to show me?
3. Let’s do the same with the numbers 7, 8, and 9. Invite your child to write, or trace, the
numbers and turn them into number people. Ask the numbers to show how many they are
using Unifix cubes.
4. Cut out all of the number people and have a party with them! Bring out the number people 0
to 5. Put them in a line in order from 0 to 9. Play counting songs and dance with them!

REVIEW GAME
Materials: N/A

Activity: Hop to 100
1. Let’s see if we can do 100 hops. Do you think we can?
2. Hop and count each hop. Try to make it to 100. Pause to catch your breath, if needed.
3. Extend by hopping to 120, 150, 200!
If you continue counting past 100, be sure to avoid using the word “and” when saying numbers in the hundreds. For
example, the number 123 is one hundred twenty three. Refrain from saying “and” between the 100 and the 23. This is
because we use the word “and” when referring to decimal numbers. For example 123.50 is one hundred twenty three
and fifty hundredths.

Unit 1

Science: Week 3, Day 3
Our Lungs
Learning Focus – Science: Learning about the human body.

BIG IDEA
Our lungs are similar to balloons in that they fill up with air. As we take in a deep breath,
our tummy muscles make room for the air and allow our lungs, located in our chest, to fill.
The air travels in through our nose and mouth, meets up in our windpipe, and travels to
our lungs.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
STEM: Engineering a lung simulation

Art: Drawing

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Paper, scissors, marker, 2 balloons

Activity: Lung Simulation
1.Today, we will simulate our lungs filling up with air and the air
flowing out.
2.Point out where the lungs are located in the body. Invite your child
to breathe in and out and to picture their lungs expanding as they
breathe in and contracting as they breathe out.
3.Give your child a piece of paper and invite them to draw a pair of
lungs with a windpipe. Refer to the read aloud text for a picture of
the lungs.
4.Next, cut a small hole in the upper portion of each of the lungs and invite your child
to push the mouth of the balloons through the holds from the front of the paper to
the back.
5.Finally, have them grasp both of the balloon ends together with one hand and blow
into the balloons. Watch the “lungs” fill up with air. As they release the balloon
openings, they deflate, and this simulates their breathing air out of their lungs.
6.Continue to blow into the balloons and release to show air flowing into and out of
their lungs!

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
When you take a deep breath in, do you notice your tummy also expands?
o We have a muscle in our tummy called our diaphragm that makes room for the
air that we breathe, allowing everything in our tummy to move down (and out);
This helps suck the air into our lungs. Take a deep breath in with one hand placed
on your tummy and one on your lungs. Feel this process take place.
Do we breathe when we are sleeping? How do you know?
Breathing is an involuntary action, which means it happens without us thinking about it.
Can you think of any other processes in our body that happen without us needing to tell
our body to do it? (blood pumping, digestion of food)

Academic Extension:
Research ways to simulate how the diaphragm allows air to fill up the lungs. Use a plastic
bottle with the bottom cut off and two balloons – one attached to the mouth of the bottle
and one attached to the bottom. Check out our Thoughtful Play YouTube channel for a
video on how to create this simulation.

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 3, DAY 3
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

YOUR FANTASTIC ELASTIC

BRAIN

LANGUAGE
ARTS

AUTHOR: JOANN DEAK
ILLUSTRATOR: SARAH ACKERLY

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
TO-DO LIST:
WRITE A LIST OF THINGS TO DO THAT
DAY. SHARE YOUR THINKING OUT
LOUD AS YOU WRITE. INVITE YOUR

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

CHILD TO ILLUSTRATE THE LIST.

HOW DO YOU HELP YOUR
BRAIN GROW?
HOW IS YOUR BRAIN LIKE A
MUSCLE?

TITLE:

ANNO'S COUNTING BOOK

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR:
MITSUMASA ANNA

MATH

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
CAN YOU FIND DIFFERENT
WAYS TO MAKE 6, 7, 8, AND 9
IN THE BOOK?

TITLE:
SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

SING & DANCE TO COUNTING
SONGS:
LISTEN TO COUNTING SONGS
THROUGHOUT THE DAY. YOU CAN
FIND SOME IN OUR MATH
COUNTING SONGS YOUTUBE
PLAYLIST. LISTEN, SING, DANCE,
AND HAVE FUN!

AUTHOR: JOAN SWEENEY

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

ILLUSTRATOR: ANNETTE CABLE

PLAY KEEP IT UP WITH TWO

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

BALLOONS. BLOW UP THE BALLOONS

ME AND MY AMAZING BODY

WHAT TRAVELS INTO OUR
BODIES FROM OUR LUNGS?
(OXYGEN)
HOW DOES THE OXYGEN GET
TO OTHER PARTS OF OUR
BODY? (THROUGH BLOOD
PUMPED BY THE HEART)

AND TRY TO KEEP THE BALLOONS
FROM TOUCHING THE GROUND.
AFTER 5 MINUTES, ASK YOUR CHILD
IF THEIR BREATHING HAS CHANGED.
EXPLAIN THAT WHEN WE EXERCISE,
WE BREATHE MORE RAPIDLY
BECAUSE OUR BODIES NEED MORE
OXYGEN.

Language Arts: Week 3, Day 4

Unit 1

Letter H & /h/ Sound, Letter Formation, and Identify Initial Sounds
LEARNING TIP: Developing oral language is critical to learning to read. Regularly
break apart words you say into sound “chunks” and ask your child to guess the
word. This will strengthen their ability to blend words on paper (e.g., /d/, /o/, /g/dog).

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter H written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter H
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter H on an index card and hide somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find the Letter H, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter while
you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (H, /h/, /h/, /h/, H).
4. Add your new letter to your Letter Wall. Activate the other letters, then add in H.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day.
6. Extend by making words with the activated letters (e.g., HAT, HEN, HIP, HOT, HUT).

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Arts & crafts materials, pencil/marker

Activity: Art Time
1. Invite your child to color, draw, paint, or create using their favorite materials.
2. Explain that every artist always signs their artwork so people know who created it.
3. When your child completes each of their creations, invite them to write their name somewhere
on the page, then display it proudly!

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Index cards/letter cards (B, D, S, T)

Activity: Sound Slap
1. Let’s play Sound Slap! I’m going to say three words that all have the same beginning sound.
Your job is to listen closely for the sound at the beginning of the three words and slap the
correct letter! Place the letter cards B, D, S, T in front of your child.
2. Say the following words to your child. In the beginning, you may want to draw out the words
a bit to bring attention to the beginning sound. It may also be helpful to do a practice round to
demonstrate [e.g., pod, peg, pin (p)].
a. dog, dinner, dad (d)
b. sip, sun, Saturday (s)

c. ten, tiny, top (t)
d. big, bone, bet (b)

Math: Week 3, Day 4

Unit 1

Counting-On, Writing Numbers, and Subitizing Review
LEARNING TIP: Subitizing to 10 is very challenging and not a kindergarten
requirement. It’s okay to stick with subitizing up to 6. For many children, this is the
sweet spot, and after six they may need to resort to counting, which is completely
okay.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: 5 paper plates with numbers written on them (5 to 9), painter’s tape

Activity: Lucky 10
1. The goal of this game is to get 10. Celebrate when you do!
2. Toss a bean bag to the four plates numbered 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 that are taped to the floor.
3. As soon as you release a bean bag, I will reveal 1, 2 or 3 fingers on my hand.
4. See which plate the bean bag lands on. Count-on from that number using the number of
fingers I am holding up.
5. If you get 10, you win! Play again!

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: 2 sheets of paper, 2 plastic sleeves, dry erase marker, Number Formation Reference
Sheet

Activity: Playing School at the Number Laboratory
1. Prep Ahead: On one side of a sheet of paper write two 6’s on the top half leaving plenty of
room for your child to practice, and write two 7’s on the bottom half. Write each number once
with a solid line, then once with dashed lines. Do the same on a second sheet of paper, using
numbers 8 and 9. Put the papers in plastic sleeves.
2. Today, let’s practice drawing numbers at the Number Laboratory!
3. Settle in to the Number Laboratory and present them with the sheet of paper in a plastic
sleeve with 6 and 7 written on it.
4. Let’s trace the numbers! It does not matter what order they complete the task. Feel free to
have them start with the number that is easiest for them to write.
5. Refer to the Number Formation Reference Sheet to share the steps for writing the numbers.
6. After some practice, invite them to try to write them freehand without tracing.
7. Extend by inviting them to write numbers 0 to 10 free hand on the plastic sleeve.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Subitizing Dots (1 to 10)

Activity: Tickle Monster
1. Prep Ahead: Pull out all of the Subitizing Dot Cards (1 to 10) and shuffle them.
2. Would you like to activate a tickle monster?
3. I will show you 3 dot cards. You will only have 2 seconds to view each one. You have to look
closely and determine how many dots there are on the card. You won’t have time to count the
dots. Try to make sense of how many by visualizing the dots in your head.
4. Show them 3 dot cards, one at a time and reveal for 2 seconds. Once they get 3 correct, then
you turn into a tickle monster. To turn off the tickle monster, count to 100.

Unit 1

Science: Week 3, Day 4
Our Heart
Learning Focus – Science: Learning about the human body.

BIG IDEA
Our heart pumps blood throughout the body. The blood carries nutrients and oxygen to
various parts of our body. We can listen to how fast our heart is pumping and we can
count how many times our heart beats in a certain amount of time.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Critical Thinking & Reasoning Skills

STEM: Engineering a heart simulation

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Mason jar (or glass container), 2 straws, balloons, toothpick, food coloring, shallow
tray, rubber band, tape

Activity: Heart Simulation - Pumping Blood
1. Today we're going to explore how our body transports nutrients and
oxygen to our other body parts. Our heart pumps blood throughout the
body. The blood carries nutrients and oxygen. Let’s simulate what it's like
for your heart to pump blood.
2.On a tray, place a mason jar (or any glass with a narrower opening than
a drinking glass). Fill it ¾ of the way full with water and add a few drops
of red food coloring. This will be “blood.”
3.Cut off the neck of a balloon and stretch the body part of the balloon over the
opening of the jar. Place a rubber band around the mouth of the jar to hold the
balloon in place.
4.Use a toothpick to poke two tiny holes in the balloon a distance of 1 to 2 inches apart.
Push a straw through each of the tiny holes. You may need to fold the bottom of
the straw to look like the end of a shoestring in order to fit them through each hole.
5.Use the neck from the balloon that you cut to wrap around the end of one of the
straws and tie it or tape it so that air does not go in or out of that straw.
6.Invite your child to simulate the heart pumping “blood” out through blood vessels by
pushing up and down quickly on the balloon between the two straws. Have a glass
to catch the “blood” or let it squirt into the tray

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
Explain to your child that each time you push, it is just like your heart pumping blood.
Listen to each other’s hearts or feel the pulse in each other’s wrist/neck to get a sense of
how many times our heart “pumps” every 10 seconds. This is called our “heart rate.” Mimic
this by pushing on the balloon the same number of times in 10 seconds.
Your blood is constantly circulating (moving) through your body. That is why your blood,
blood vessels, and heart are called the circulatory system.
What activities might cause your heart to pump slower? (e.g., resting, sleeping) What
activities might cause your heart to pump faster? (e.g., exercising)

Academic Extension:
Examine a picture of a heart and learn more about the circulatory system (e.g., veins
versus arteries, ventricles, blood pressure).

Thoughtful Play

Unit 1

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 3, DAY 4
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

EACH LIVING THING

AUTHOR: JOANNE RYDER

LANGUAGE
ARTS

ILLUSTRATOR: ASHLEY WOLFF

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
HOW CAN WE TAKE CARE OF

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
WHAT IF...?
CREATE SILLY STORIES THAT START
WITH “WHAT IF...” TO BUILD
VOCABULARY AND ADVANCE ORAL
LANGUAGE.

EACH LIVING THINGS?
WHAT LIVING THINGS DO YOU
SEE AROUND YOUR HOME?

TITLE: J U S T

A MINUTE: A TRICKSTER

TALE AND COUNTING BOOK
AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: YUYI
MORALES

MATH

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
HAVE PAPER AND A PENCIL

WHERE WE LIVE:
PRACTICE WRITING YOUR
ADDRESS NUMBER. SEND A
LETTER TO SOMEONE, WRITING
YOUR ADDRESS AND THE
RECIPIENT’S ADDRESS.

CLOSE BY AND AS THE
COUNTING HAPPENS IN THE
STORY, WRITE EACH NUMERAL
AND SAY IT IN ENGLISH AND
SPANISH.

TITLE:
SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

AUTHOR: PAUL SHOWERS

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:

ILLUSTRATOR: HOLLY KELLER

RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT - HAVE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

YOUR CHILD START ON THE

HEAR YOUR HEART

WHAT INSTRUMENT ALLOWS US
TO LISTEN TO OUR HEARTS?
WHAT DOES YOUR HEART BEAT
SOUND LIKE? WHAT MAKES
YOUR HEART BEAT FASTER?

OPPOSITE SIDE OF A ROOM OR THE
YARD. FACE AWAY FROM THEM SO
THEY SEE YOUR BACK. CALL OUT
GREEN LIGHT FOR THEM TO GO AND
RED LIGHT FOR THEM TO STOP. THE
GOAL IS FOR THEM TO REACH YOU
ON A “GREEN LIGHT.”

Language Arts: Week 3, Day 5

Unit 1

Letter F & /f/ Sound, Letter Formation, and Letter/Sound Review
LEARNING TIP: Try to make words with your activated letters throughout the day.
Move them around, put them together, and try out blending the sounds together to
make words.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Letter F written on an index card

Activity: Activate Letter F
1. Prep Ahead: Write the letter F on an index card and hide somewhere in the house.
2. Another letter has gone missing! Can we find it? Hunt for the letter through your house.
3. Once you find the Letter F, you need to activate it! Name the letter, then trace the letter while
you say the sound three times, then name the letter again (F, /f/, /f/, /f/, F).
4. Add your new letter to your Letter Wall.
5. If needed, spend a few days on each letter as opposed to one letter a day.
6. Extend by making words with the newly activated letters (e.g., FAN, FIG, FAT, FUN

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, plastic sleeve, dry erase marker

Activity: Letter Tracing
1. Prep Ahead: Write several letters on a piece of paper that your child is practicing. Place this
paper inside of a plastic sleeve.
2. Provide your child with a dry erase marker and invite them to trace the letters on the plastic
sleeve. Offer a cloth to erase any mistakes.
3. Feel free to include several different letters, or repeat the same letter, depending on your
child’s needs.
4. Extend by writing a word for your child to trace (e.g., CAT).

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Index cards/letter cards

Activity: Hide & Seek Letters
1. Prep Ahead: Select any letters or letter sounds that your child needs additional practice with.
Write them on an index card and hide them around the house or in the backyard.
2. Go on a hunt for the letters/sounds and call them out when you find them.
3. Engage more directly with the letters and sounds by calling for them while you hunt. Example:
“Here t-t-t-T. Oh, T! Come out, come out wherever you are T!”

Math: Week 3, Day 5

Unit 1

Counting-On, Writing Numbers, and Counting Objects Review
LEARNING TIP: Many children confuse 6 and 9. This is normal. Ask your child what
they notice about these numbers. How are they similar and how are they
different? If you see your child mixing them up, remind them how 6 and 9 are
similar and different.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Deck of cards, ball, Unifix cubes/LEGOs, dry erase board, dry erase marker

Activity: Bounce it Right
1. Prep Ahead: Use the numbers 5, 6, 7, and 8 only from a deck of cards. Shuffle and place
facedown in a pile. Place 5 Unifix cubes on the floor next to the cards.
2. The challenge today is called Bounce it Right! The goal is to get the greatest number. To do
this you need to flip one card from the pile, then bounce a ball and grab as many Unifix cubes
from the floor with only one hand before the ball hits the floor a second time.
3. Start with the number you flipped on the card and count-on with the number of Unifix cubes
you grabbed. The adult records the total number on the dry erase board and the child goes
again to try to beat that number by getting a greater number. Earn a point if you do! Once
you earn 3 points you win the game!
4. Think about how to bounce the ball to be able to grab more cubes before the ball drops.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Number Cards (1 to 9), 2 index cards

Activity: Missing Numbers
1. Prep Ahead: Select two numbers from the Number Cards (1 to 9) that are 6 or more that your
child needs practice writing (e.g., 6 and 8). Hide all but these two of the Number Cards.
2. The Numbertaker has taken our Number Cards and hidden them! I hope we can find them all! I
hope he didn’t take some with him.
3. Let’s search for the numbers 1 to 9. Once they find all of the hidden numbers, head to the
number laboratory. Put the numbers in order and reveal what numbers are still missing.
4. Have a number pathway nearby for reference. Work together to put the number cards in
order and hand them index cards to write the two missing numbers. By writing them we can
lock them away so the Numbertaker won’t get them!
5. Extend by including numbers up to 20.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Objects to count (e.g., counters, marbles, Unifix cubes, balled up paper), jar

Activity: How Many Are in the Jar?
1. Prep Ahead: Fill a jar with 30 to 40 objects.
2. Today, we’re going to estimate and then compare our estimate to the actual number in the
jar. How many objects do you think are in the jar? I will give you a hint, it’s between 30 and
40 objects. Let’s estimate! (Thoughtful guess).
3. Next, let’s count to determine how many items are in the jar, and see if our estimate was
close. Ask your child how they can figure out the exact number of items in the jar.

Social Studies: Week 3, Day 5

Unit 1

We All Have Differences
Learning Focus – Social/Emotional: Learning about differences in body features
and functions.

BIG IDEA
There are things about humans that are similar and things that make us all different from
each other. This includes our skin tone, our hair, eye color and shape, freckles, and
birthmarks. There are ways in which people’s bodies function differently too, such as
with food allergies, diabetes, and cerebral palsy.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Art: Drawing a self-portrait

Social Studies: Appreciating similarities and
difference

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Materials: Paper, art supplies, chair, mirror

Activity: Create a Self-Portrait
1. Let’s think about what makes us look different from other people. Today,
we are going to make self-portraits to capture your individual self.
2.Invite your child to sit in front of a mirror and study their face closely. Explain
that a self-portrait only includes their neck up. Ask them to describe the shape
of their head (e.g., roundish, ovalish).
3.When ready, provide art supplies so they can create a self-portrait.
4.Encourage your child to experiment with drawing eyebrows, eyelashes, their nose,
and ears. Indicate that artists often do drafts of their work. It is good, to do several
drafts as you experiment and try out different ways of capturing their facial features.
5.After completing their self-portrait, ask them to write, or trace, their full name (first,
middle, and last name) at the bottom of their self-portrait.
6.Engage with your child in a discussion about the ways in which they are similar and
different from other people in your family and their friends. This is a great time to
discuss how some people have medical conditions that make their bodies function
differently than someone else’s body. This can happen with food allergies, diabetes,
asthma, cerebral palsy, or heart conditions, to name a few.
7.Ask your child in what other ways they see themselves as being similar to and different
from other people. Celebrate together what makes them their own person!

Inquiry Questions or Prompts:
How would you describe your skin color? Let’s find a marker, crayon, or colored pencil
that matches your skin color.
What emotion do you want to capture in your portrait? Do you want to capture your
happy-self? Would you rather show your serious side? How can you show emotion in
your self-portrait?

Academic Extension:
Research a medical condition that impacts young people and learn more about the ways
in which this shapes children’s daily lives.

Unit 1

Thoughtful Play
SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 3, DAY 5
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
LETTER TILE PLAY:

AUTHOR &ILLUSTRATOR:

LANGUAGE
ARTS

LIZZY ROCKWELL

PROVIDE LETTER TILES AT MEAL TIME
WITH SOME COMMON WORD

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

FAMILIES (-AT, -OP, -IN) AND SOME

WHAT FOODS DO YOU LIKE TO

CONSONANTS TO MOVE AROUND.

EAT?

INVITE YOUR CHILD TO MAKE

HOW DO FOODS HELP OUR

WORDS.

BODY?

TITLE:

FISH EYES: A BOOK YOU

CAN COUNT ON
AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: LOIS

MATH

EHLERT

QUICK REVEAL:
HOLD UP A CERTAIN NUMBER OF
FINGERS FOR 2 SECONDS AND
CHALLENGE YOUR CHILD TO SAY

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
CAN YOU COUNT THE FISH &

HOW MANY FINGERS THEY SAW.
TAKE TURNS.

THE FISH EYES YOU SEE ON
EACH PAGE?
HOW MANY FISH EYES ARE NOT
VISIBLE? (HINT: OTHER SIDE OF
THE FISH)

TITLE:

ALL THE COLORS WE ARE

AUTHOR: KATIE KISSINGER

SCIENCE
&
SOCIAL
STUDIES

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
WHAT COLOR WOULD YOU USE
TO DESCRIBE YOUR SKIN
COLOR?
HOW IS YOUR SKIN COLOR
SIMILAR TO AND DIFFERENT
FROM YOUR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS?

PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
SUGGESTION:
PLAY FOLLOW THE LEADER BY
TAKING TURNS LEADING WHILE THE
OTHER PERSON FOLLOWS ALONG.
THE LEADER CAN DO ANY
MOVEMENTS THEY LIKE, SUCH AS
DANCE MOVEMENTS, JUMPING
KICKS, BALANCING, MARCHING,
YOGA POSES, ETC.

Thoughtful Play
UNIT 2 LANGUAGE ARTS
OVERVIEW
WEEK 1
Letter/Sound Recognition
Making Words
Letter Formation
Syllables

WEEK 2
Word Families (-AT, -AD, -AP, -UG)
Blending Words
Letter Formation
Identifying Initial Sounds
Letter/Sound Review

WEEK 3
Word Families (-IN, -IT, -OT, -OP)
Blending Words
Letter Formation
Lowercase Letters
Letter/Sound Review

WEEK 4
Blending Words
Letter Formation
Identifying Final Sounds
Letter/Sound Review
The Writing Process - Fiction

PUTTING SOUNDS
TOGETHER

Language Arts, Unit 2

Thoughtful Play

ACTIVITIES & MATERIALS CHECKLIST - WEEK 2

ACTIVITIES
WHO LIVES HERE?

MATERIALS
PAPER/WHO LIVES HERE?
TEMPLATE

DAY 1

WELCOME TO THE

PENCIL/MARKERS

FAMILY

INDEX CARDS/LETTER
CARDS

HIDE & SEEK LETTERS

INDEX CARDS/LETTER

BUILDING WORDS
CODEBOOK

DAY 2
CARNIVAL CUPS

CARDS
PAPER/PENCIL
CODEBOOK
3 PAPER CUPS
SMALL TOKEN
OPTIONAL: CONSTRUCTION
VEHICLES

TURN ON THE WORD

DAY 3

FIND THE FAMILY

INDEX CARDS/LETTER
CARDS
PLAYDOUGH

LETTER MEMORY

PENCIL/MARKER
8-10 INDEX CARDS

JUMP-SLIDE-JUMP

WORD FAMILY

DAY 4

WRITING

INDEX CARDS/LETTER
CARDS
PAPER
PENCIL/MARKER

LETTER BALLOONS

3-5 BALLOONS

WORD RIDDLES

INDEX CARDS/LETTER
CARDS (F, R, L, V)

QUESTION OF THE

DAY 5

DAY
BEGINNING SOUND
SLAP

PAPER/DRY ERASE
BOARD/CHALKBOARD
WRITING UTENSIL

Language Arts: Week 2, Day 1

Unit 2

Word Families (-AT, -AD, -IT, -OP), Letter Formation, and Spell Your Name
LEARNING TIP: CVC words are words that follow the pattern consonant-vowelconsonant, such as pet, cat, or map. Making and reading CVC words are the first
step in putting sounds together for beginning readers.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Paper or Who Lives Here? template, markers

Activity: Who Lives Here?
1. Prep Ahead: Draw 4 houses on separate pieces of paper and hang them around the room.
Label the roof of each house with a different word family (-AT, -AD, -IT, -OP). Underneath
each roof, write three words that belong to that word family (i.e., cat, sat, hat; mad, had,
sad; fit, kit, sit; top, hop, pop).
2. Explain to your child that some new families moved into the neighborhood! These are special
word families! Let’s go visit our new neighbors!
3. Travel to the different houses. Knock on the doors if you like and work together to read and
blend the words inside each house. Ask, “What do you notice about all the words in this
house? What do they have in common?” Encourage them to notice that the words in each
house all end with the same two letters. This makes them sound the same when we read
them.
4. As you leave each house, you can say “Nice to meet you “-AT” family! See you soon!”
5. Once you visit each house, move right into the writing play activity.
6. Adapt this for your child by writing the word family in a different color from the consonant
(e.g., HAT).

WRITING PLAY
Materials: White board or paper, dry erase marker or pencil

Activity: What’s the Word?
1. Let’s see if we can think of more family members that belong in each of the Word Family
Houses!
2. Revisit each of the houses again. Brainstorm with your child to see if they can think of any
other words that belong in each family (e.g., rat, fat; lad, bad; hit, pit; cop, bop).
3. Provide your child with clues to help them think about words that sound the same (e.g.. “Can
you think of an animal that’s larger than a mouse and rhymes with cat?”).
4. Once they think of new words, have your child write the new words inside of each house. They
can write the whole word or you can have them write the first letter and you can fill in the
ending of the word (RAT).
5. Feel free to do this activity at the same time as the word play activity, when you are first
visiting each house and reading the words.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Index cards/letter cards

Activity: Hide & Seek Letters
1. Prep Ahead: Select any letters or letter sounds that your child needs additional practice with.
Write them on an index card and hide them around the house or in the backyard.
2. Go on a hunt for the letters/sounds and call them out when you find them.
3. Engage more directly with the letters and sounds by calling for them while you hunt. Example:
“Here t-t-t-T. Oh, T! Come out, come out wherever you are T!”

Language Arts: Week 2, Day 2

Unit 2

Word Families (-AT), Letter Formation, and Letter/Sound Recognition
LEARNING TIP: When making words, point to each letter and say the sound
smoothly, then swipe your finger under all the letters and say the word naturally.

WORD PLAY
Materials: Index cards/Letter Cards, (Letters A, B, C, F, H, M, P, R, S, T), paper/pencil,
optional: construction vehicles

Activity: Building Words
1. Today we are heading to the construction site to build some words! Let’s gather our tools!
2. Ask your child to retrieve the bricks (letter cards) they will need from the letter pile. Today
we will need letters A, B, C, F, H, M, P, R, S, T.
3. We’ve got some special words we need to build today for the -AT family. Let’s get building!
4. Share that all of the words will have three letters. Before beginning building, point to each
word and activate it to recall the sound that each letter makes.
5. Work together to build the following words: BAT, CAT, FAT, HAT, MAT, PAT, RAT, SAT.
Demonstrate the first few for your child if needed (e.g., “The first word is BAT. What letter
do you think that starts with? /b-b-b/ bat.”)
6. Celebrate after each word is made. Place it in a dump truck and send it back to the pile.
Record the word on a piece of paper so your child can see which words they’ve made.
7. Feel free to use hard hats, other tools, and construction vehicles for more fun.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Pencil, Writing Codebook

Activity: Codebook
1. Great job building words today! Let’s record at least 3 of the words in your Writing Codebook
to lock them in!
2. Provide your child with their very own Writing Codebook. See the Language Arts Overview
Guide for details on what this looks like.
3. Have your child review the list of words they built today and choose at least three of them to
write in their codebook. Add a heading to their list “-AT Family.”
4. For extra investment, add a sticker next to each word to lock it in.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 3 paper cups, small token

Activity: Carnival Cups
1. Choose three letters of the alphabet that your child needs more practice with.
2. Write one letter on the bottom of each paper cup. Hide a token underneath one of the cups.
3. Move the cups around while your child watches. Invite your child to choose which cup is
hiding the token by saying the letter name and the letter sound of the correct cup.
4.Take turns hiding the token for each other. However, you can only “reveal” the token by
naming the letter and the letter sound.

Language Arts: Week 2, Day 3

Unit 2

Blend Words, Word Families (-AD), Letter Formation, and Letter Review
LEARNING TIP: If your child needs additional practice, activate specific letters
throughout the day. Use the activated letters as a precursor to a physical activity or
game (e.g., activated letters can “unlock” a basketball, toy, or the start of a race).

WORD PLAY
Materials: Index cards/Letter Cards, (Letters A, B, D, H, M, P, S), playdough

Activity: Turn On the Word
1. Today we are off to the computer lab. We will need to push the buttons for each word to
turn them on and make each letter say its name. Let’s get our materials!
2. Ask your child to gather the computer code letters from the letter card pile. Today we will
need the letters A, B, D, H, M, P, S. Bring them over to a flat surface to work.
3. Make three small playdough balls and place them in front of your child. Explain that these
are the computer buttons that will activate the letter sounds in each word. When you press
the button the letter above it says its name.
4. Working with one word at a time, place the corresponding letters above each playdough
button. Encourage your child to read the word by first pushing the button below each letter
as they make the letter sound (e.g., /S/, /A/, /D/ - SAD). Use the words BAD, MAD, SAD,
HAD, PAD, DAD.
5. Great job computing the letter code! Incorporate a lab coat or computer noises each time a
button is pressed to make it more playful.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: 7 Index cards, highlighter, pencil/marker

Activity: Find the Family
1. Prep Ahead: Write the following words on separate index cards using a highlighter. Scatter
around the house. (BAD, MAD, SAD, HAD, PAD, DAD, TAD)
2. A word family is lost! I need your help finding all the family members! Once you find a word,
use a pencil or marker to trace over the letters so it doesn’t get lost again!
3. Invite your child to hunt for the different words. Help them to read each word once it is found.
Allow them to decide if they want to find all the words first, and then trace each letter, or stop
after finding each word and trace over the letters right away.
4. Once all letters are found, ask your child if they can tell what all these words have in common.
What word family do they belong to? (-AD)

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 8-10 Index Cards

Activity: Memory
1. Prep Ahead: Select 4-5 letters to review with your child. Create pairs of each letter so that
you have 8-10 cards total. Flip the cards facedown and move them around. Organize them into
a grid.
2. Let’s play Memory! We are trying to make letter matches!
3. On your turn, flip over two cards. If the letters match, take the pair and go again. If not, flip
the cards facedown and play passes to the next person. The player with the most matches
wins!

Language Arts: Week 2, Day 4

Unit 2

Blend Words, Word Families (-AP), Letter Formation, and Letter/Sound Review
LEARNING TIP: When playing and talking with your child, ask them to clarify &
extend their thinking. This challenges them to use and practice more sophisticated
and specific vocabulary, which is an important element of developing robust
readers and writers!

WORD PLAY
Materials: Index cards/Letter Cards, (Letters A, C, L, M, P, T, R, S)

Activity: Jump-Slide-Jump
1. Today’s game is called Jump-Slide-Jump. I’ll place letter cards down on the ground. When
you come to the first letter, jump and say the letter sound. Slide as you say the second letter
sound. Jump as you say the third letter sound. I’ll go first to demonstrate.
2. Place the letter cards C, A, T on the ground about a foot apart from each other. Stand in
front of the letter C and jump while saying /c/. Slide over to the next letter as you say the
sound /a-a-a/. Jump to the next letter as you say the sound /t/. Model how to figure out the
word (e.g., “Hmm... /c/ /a-a-a/ /t/. The word is cat!”)
3. Set up the game with the first set of letter cards: CAP. Have the following letters ready, as
you will change out the first consonant after each round: L, M, T, R, S. The words to make
are CAP, LAP, MAP, TAP, RAP, SAP.
4. Continue playing using different CVC words, if desired.

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper, pencil/marker

Activity: Word Family Writing
1. Prep Ahead: Draw a simple house on a piece of paper. Put the word family -AP inside the
roof. Inside of the house, write the following 6 times: _AP.
2. Ask your child what they noticed about all of the words used in our Jump-Slide-Jump game.
(They all end in -AP). Invite your child to fill in the word family house with the words that they
discovered during the game.
3. Provide the letter cards as a reminder so they can build the word and then record the first
consonant inside of the Word Family House.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 3-5 balloons, marker

Activity: Letter Balloons
1. Prep Ahead: Choose 3-5 letters your child is still practicing on various balloons.
2. Let’s play Keep It Up with our balloons!
3. Choose one balloon at a time and work together to keep it up in the air as long as you can.
4. Call out the letter or letter sound of the balloon every time you hit the balloon.
5. Swap out the letter balloons every time you can keep it up in the air for 5 touches in a row.

Language Arts: Week 2, Day 5

Unit 2

Blend Words, Word Families (-UG), Letter Formation, and Identify Beginning Sounds
LEARNING TIP: Pause during conversations with your child and wonder about the
sounds you hear in a word (e.g., “Do you want a banana with breakfast? Oooh...banana
and breakfast start with the same sound! Neat! Did you hear it? Let’s say it again...”).

WORD PLAY
Materials: Index cards/Letter Card, (Letters B, G, J, M, R, T, U)

Activity: Making Words
1. Let’s head to the Letter Laboratory and make some words in the -UG family! I’ll give you the
instructions and ingredients. Let’s see what words we can create!
2. Let’s gather our materials. The letter ingredients we need today are B, G, J, M, R, T, U.
a. First, we need two letters to make the word family -UG. What letters should we use?
Support your child as they listen for and select letters U and G.
b. Great! Let’s add a letter to -UG to find the name of a small insect. (BUG)
c. Great! Swap out the ‘B’ and replace it with another letter to find the word of something
you put on the floor, similar to a carpet. (RUG)
d. Swap out the ‘R’ and replace it with a new letter to find the word that is a cup that you
use for hot cocoa or tea. (MUG)
e. Swap out the ‘M’ and replace it with a new letter to find a word that refers to something
that can carry water or milk. (JUG)
f. Last One! Replace the ‘J’ with a new letter to find a word for when you are pulling on
something very hard. (TUG).
3. Celebrate their success and see if they can think of any other words to make with -UG.
4. Adapt this activity for your child by giving them the word (e.g., MUG, JUG, RUG) and asking
them to find the correct letter. Say, “Let’s make the word BUG. What letter would I need to
add to the -UG family? /b/, /b/, /b,/ BUG.”

WRITING PLAY
Materials: Paper/dry erase board/chalkboard, writing utensil

Activity: Question of the Day
1. Prep Ahead: Write the following question on your dry erase board or paper: “Do you wear a
bathing suit in winter?” Write the words YES and NO on index cards and tape to a wall nearby
for reference.
2. Read the question aloud with your child. Have them write the word ‘YES’ or ‘NO’ underneath
the question. Then, invite them to write their name next to their answer.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Index cards/letter cards (F, R, L, V)

Activity: Sound Slap
1. Let’s play Sound Slap! I’m going to say three words that all have the same beginning sound.
Your job is to listen closely for the sound at the beginning of the three words and slap the
correct letter! Place the letter cards F, R, L, V in front of your child.
2. Say the following words to your child. In the beginning, you may want to draw out the words a
bit to bring attention to the beginning sound. It may also be helpful to do a practice round to
demonstrate [e.g., pod, peg, pin (p)].
a. red, roll, rock (r)
b. van, very, vet (v)
c. fin, friend, fit (f)
c. lip, like, let (l)

Thoughtful Play

Language Arts, Unit 2
SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 2

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

MY HEART FILLS WITH HAPPINESS

AUTHOR: MONIQUE GRAY SMITH
(LAKOTA)
ILLUSTRATOR: JULIE FLETT

DAY 1

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
BEFORE READING: WHAT DO YOU

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
I SPY A RHYME:
PLAY THE "I SPY GAME" BUT LOOK
FOR THINGS THAT RHYME (E.G., “I
SPY SOMETHING THAT RHYMES
WITH ‘FOX’...SOCKS!”).

THINK WILL FILL THE GIRL’S HEART
WITH HAPPINESS?
WHAT FILLS YOUR HEART WITH
HAPPINESS?

TITLE:

WE ARE WATER PROTECTORS

AUTHOR: CAROLE LINDSTROM
(OJIBWA)
ILLUSTRATOR: MICHAELA GOADE

DAY2

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
IS THERE REALLY A “BLACK

WRITE AWAY:
OFFER PAPER AND PENCIL DURING
IMAGINATIVE PLAYTIME TO CREATE
NOTES AND MESSAGES FOR THE
PLAY.

SNAKE”? WHAT DO YOU THINK THIS
STANDS FOR? (A METAPHOR FOR
OIL PIPES AND OIL SPILLS IN
NATIVE AMERICAN TERRITORY).

TITLE:

THE POLAR BEAR SON: AN INUIT

TALE

DAY3

SING-ALONG:

RETOLD & ILLUSTRATED BY: LYDIA

SING SIMPLE RHYMING SONGS IN THE

DABCOVICH

CAR, CLEANING UP AFTER ACTIVITIES,

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

OR WHILE MAKING MEALS.

WHY DO YOU THINK THIS STORY IS
CALLED "THE POLAR BEAR SON?"
IN WHAT WAYS DID SHE TREAT THE
POLAR BEAR LIKE A SON?

TITLE:

SWEETEST KULU

AUTHOR: CELINA KALLUK
ILLUSTRATOR: ALEXANDRIA NEONAKIS

DAY4

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
WHAT DID THE DIFFERENT ANIMALS
GIVE TO BABY KULU?
HOW WILL THESE GIFTS HELP KULU

RHYME TIME:
THE FIRST PLAYER CHOOSES A WORD
(SAT) AND THE NEXT PLAYER HAS TO
OFFER A RHYMING WORD (MAT). PLAY
ALTERNATES UNTIL NO MORE RHYMES
CAN BE FOUND. THEN CHOOSE A NEW
WORD.

AS SHE GETS OLDER?

TITLE:

CHUKFI RABBIT’S BIG, BAD

BELLYACHE: A TRICKSTER TALE

DAY5

(CHUKFI IS PRONOUNCED CHOOK-FEE)

TONGUE TWISTERS:
CREATE TONGUE TWISTERS BY SAYING

AUTHOR:TIM TINGLE (CHOCTAW)

SILLY SENTENCES THAT ALL START WITH

ILLUSTRATOR: STACEY SCHUETT

THE SAME BEGINNING SOUND. HAVE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

YOUR CHILD WRITE THE FIRST LETTER OF

WHAT WAS THE IMPORTANT
MESSAGE OF THIS STORY?
WHAT LESSON MIGHT HAVE CHUKFI
RABBIT LEARNED?

EACH WORD.

Thoughtful Play
UNIT 6 MATH
OVERVIEW

PLACE VALUE

WEEK 1
Identifying & Writing Numbers 10 to 20
Composing & Decomposing Numbers 10 to 20
Using Concrete Objects to Represent Numbers 10 to 20
Number Pair & Equation Review

WEEK 2
Adding within 20
Subtracting within 20
Writing Problems Vertically
Word Problem Review

WEEK 3
Counting by 10's & Identifying Multiples of 10 from 0 to 100
Addition & Subtraction Review
Word Problem Review
Identifying & Writing Numbers 20 to 30
Using Concrete Objects to Represent Numbers 20 to 30

WEEK 4
Identifying & Writing Numbers up to 100
Using Concrete Objects to Represent Numbers Up to 100
Adding 10 to Any Number from 0 to 100
Addition Review

Thoughtful Play

Math, Unit 6

ACTIVITIES & MATERIALS CHECKLIST UNIT 6, WEEK 1
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

MATERIALS

ACTIVITIES

NUMBER RIDDLES 11 TO 15

NUMBER RIDDLES 10 TO 15 TEMPLATE
5

DAY 1

NUMBER BONDS 11 TO 15

INDEX

UTENSIL,

CARDS
OR

OR

WHITE

PAPER,
BOARD

WRITING
AND

DRY

ERASE MARKER

TRUE OR NOT TRUE
4-6 INDEX CARDS

CREATE TREAT BAGS

UNIFIX CUBES, CONTAINER, INDEX
CARD, LADLE, BAGGIES, SHARPIE

DAY 2

NUMBER BOND

4 INDEX CARDS OR PAPER, WRITING

SCAVENGER HUNT

UTENSIL

FISHING FOR 10

UNO OR DECK OF CARDS, DICE

NUMBER CARDS (10 TO 19) TEMPLATE

BUILDING NUMBERS

DAY 3

TREASURE CUPS

OR INDEX CARDS, UNIFIX CUBES,
BAGGIE
10 PAPER CUPS, SMALL ITEMS FOR

THE GREAT CUP STACK

“PRIZES”
10 PAPER CUPS

NUMBER POSSIBILITIES

DAY 4

HUNDREDS CHART
CREATION 1 TO 20
ROLL TO MAKE TEN

RACE TO FIND THE
NUMBERS

DAY 5

6 INDEX CARDS
HUNDREDS CHART CREATION
TEMPLATE OR PAPER, OPTIONAL:
NUMBER PATHWAY
3 DICE, PAPER OR WHITE BOARD

RACE TO FIND THE NUMBERS
TEMPLATE OR INDEX CARDS,
NUMBER CARDS (11 TO 19)

BUILDING SITE
STRAWS, RUBBER BANDS

MISSING NUMBERS

STICKY NOTES

Math: Week 1, Day 1

Unit 6

Identifying & Writing Numbers 11 to 15 and Equations Review
LEARNING TIP: The words for numbers 11 to 19 are tricky because they don't follow
the usual pattern of "one," "two," "three," such as twenty-one, twenty-two,
twenty-three, etc. To support your child with identifying the numbers 11 to 19,
always add the language “10” and “(insert ones),” such as 10 and 2 for 12.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Number Riddles 11 to 15 template

Activity: Number Riddles 11 to 15
1. Today we have math riddles to solve involving numbers between 10 and 19!
2. Print the Number Riddles template or read the riddles below out loud. For extra fun, hide the
riddles around the house, find them, and answer them. Invite your child to write the answers.
To support them in writing the numbers, say, “10 and _____ (insert number of ones).”
Let’s fly around the house like a wren, but first tell me what comes after 10. (11, that’s 10 and 1)
You are lucky when you get the number 7, but what comes after 11? (12, that’s 10 and 2)
I know if we mix yellow and blue we get green, but what numbers end in the word “teen”? (13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19).
I'm odd, do not end in 5, 7, or 9, and I'm a teen. What number can this mean? (13, that’s 10 and 3)
I am an even number and I’m different from those ending with “teen.” You may know me when
you roll two 6’s, that’s where I’ve been seen. (12, that’s 10 and 2)
I'm an odd number between 10 and 20. If you count by 5’s you'll find me, and these hints I’ve are
plenty. (15, that’s 10 and 5).

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: 5 index cards or paper, writing utensil, or white board and dry erase marker

Activity: Number Bonds 11 to 15
1. Prep Ahead: On 5 separate index cards draw an upside-down V and put each number 11 to 15
at the top. Write 10 on the bottom left and an empty box on the bottom right.
2. Today, we’re going to create number bonds to represent numbers 11 to 15! Let's head to the
Number Laboratory.
3. Start by handing your child 11. What number is missing?
4. Math Talk: How did you know how many ones to write?

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 4-6 index cards

Activity: True or Not True
1. Prep Ahead: Write 4 to 6 equations that your child needs to review on index cards, making
some true (e.g., 6 + 2 = 8) and some not true (e.g., 7=5+3). Hide them around the house.
2. Invite your child to search for the cards. They can determine if the equation is true or not true
right there, or they can find all the cards and bring them to the Number Laboratory to
determine if they are true or not true. If it is true, have them write a checkmark or smiley
face. If it is not true, write a diagonal through the equal sign to show "not true."
3. Math Talk: Ask your child, “Is ___ the same as ___?” or , “Is ___ equal to ___?”

Unit 6

Math: Week 1, Day 2
Identifying & Writing Numbers 15 to 19 & Number Pair Review
LEARNING TIP: Use the language of ten and so many ones when talking about the
numbers between 10 and 19. For example, thirteen is ten and 3 ones, or 10 and 3, or
10 + 3. This reinforces the meaning of the numbers 11 to 19 as a ten and some ones.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Unifix cubes/LEGOs, container or bowl, index card, soup ladle, baggies, Sharpie

Activity: Create Treat Bags
1. Prep Ahead: Create a ten frame on an index card by drawing 2 rows of 5 boxes. Place all
of the “treats” (Unifix cubes/LEGOs) in a container or bowl.
2. Today we are going to make "treat bags." Show them the index card with the ten frame.
Have them determine the number of spots for treats. Explain that if we have more than 10,
then we will just have to add them to 10.
3. 3. Use a large ladle or small cup to take one giant scoop of treats (the goal is to get between
11 and 19 in one scoop).
4. Have them line up the “treats” on the ten frame. They should have 10 and a few more.
5. Math Talk: Ask how many treats there are all together. Encourage them to use the ten frame
by saying, “You have 10 and how many more?”
6. Have them place these treats in a baggie and write the total number of treats on the bag.
7. Repeat several times, aiming to get a variety of totals between 11 and 19. Invite your child to
distribute the “treat” bags to their stuffed animals.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: 4 index cards or paper, writing utensil

Activity: Number Bond Scavenger Hunt
1. Prep ahead: Create number bonds on index cards for the numbers 16 to 19, leaving the
number of ones as the “missing number.” Hide them around the house.
2. The Number Bonds have gone missing today! Can you help me find them?
3. Once your child locates the cards, bring them to the Number Laboratory. Point out that one
of the numbers is missing! Ask if they can help you fill in all of the missing numbers.
4. Math Talk: How did you determine the missing number?

REVIEW GAME
Materials: UNO or deck of cards (remove face cards/specialty cards and 10’s), dice

Activity: Fishing for 10
1. Let’s Fish for 10! The goal is to make matches that are number pairs with a sum of 10.
2. Spread cards facedown in a “pond.” Be sure to include only cards 1 to 9.
3. Take turns tossing a dice to determine how many cards you can select from the pile. Look at
the cards and match up any number pairs that make 10. Place them beside you as “matches”
and hold onto any cards that are unmatched.
4. The winner is the player with the most matches once all the cards are used up!

Math: Week 1, Day 3

Unit 6

Composing, Identifying & Writing Numbers 11 to 19
LEARNING TIP: Point out to your child that the word “teen” means “ten.” We can
think of each teen number as 10 and some more. This is helpful for understanding
the numbers thirteen to nineteen, but eleven and twelve are unique. It is helpful to
continually point out that 11 is ten and one, and 12 is ten and two.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Number Cards (10 to 19) template or index cards, Unifix cubes/LEGOs, baggie

Activity: Building Numbers
1. Today we are going to use Unifix cubes (or LEGOs) to build the numbers 10 to 19.
2. Grab your hard hats and dump trucks! Print the Number Cards (10 to 19) or write them on
index cards. Place the cards in a pile facedown.
3. Invite your child to draw a card and build the number using 1 ten-cube stick made from Unifix
cubes or LEGOs, which we refer to as “one ten” and some individual cubes (or LEGO pieces)
called “ones.” Transport the new construction to a designated area.
4. Continue to draw cards and build numbers. Have them place each card next to the
corresponding number made from Unifix cubes/LEGOs.
5. Math Talk: After building each number, ask your child to look at all the buildings and point
out what they notice. Ask, “What is similar with all of these “buildings” that you built?” (They
all have one ten). Summarize, “So, the numbers 10 to 19 all have one ten and some ones.” Ask,
“How many ones does 15 have?” (5) “How many ones does 18 have?” (8) Another way to ask
these questions is by saying: “Ten and how many more make 15? 18?”
6. Extend by building numbers up to 30.
7. Place the Number Cards 10 to 19 in a baggie to use again in this unit.

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: 10 paper cups, small items for “prizes”

Activity: Treasure Cups
1. Let’s get ready for a game called “Treasure Cups.” To prepare the cups for the game, we
need to write the numbers 11 to 19 on the bottom of the cups. Provide a number pathway to
refer to. Help your child as much as needed.
2. Once they've written the numbers, spread out the cups and hide items under several of them.
Shuffle the cups around to make sure your child does not see where you put the prizes.
3. Invite your child to select a cup and say the number on the cup. When they say the number,
they can lift the cup to see if there's a prize. Keep going until they’ve found all of the prizes.
Save the cups to use again in the next activity and throughout this unit.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 10 paper cups

Activity: The Great Cup Stack
1. Prep Ahead: Create cups with 1 to 10 written on the bottom. Gather cups with the numbers 11
to 19 written from the previous activity. Scatter all of the cups (1 to 20) around the room.
2. Today is The Great Cup Stack! Invite your child to arrange the cups in order from 1 to 20.
3. Once the task is complete, stack the cups to make an amazing cup stack and knock them over!

Math: Week 1, Day 4

Unit 6

Composing & Writing Numbers 10 to 20 and Number Pair Review
LEARNING TIP: Being fluent and flexible with ways to make 10 will be
tremendously helpful as your child learns that we represent ten of something as 1 in
the tens place. Fluency and flexibility with numbers that make 10 is the foundation.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: 6 index cards

Activity: Number Possibilities
1. Prep Ahead: Cut 5 index cards in half and write the numbers 1 to 9 on them. Take 1 whole
index card and write the number 10.
2. Ask, "Did you know it is possible to make the numbers 11 to 19 by only using the numbers 1
through 10?"
3. Hand your child the index cards with the numbers 1 to 10 written separately.
4. Ask them how they might make the number 11 by using two of the index cards.
5. Math Talk: How did you know to combine the 10 and the cards with the numbers 1 to 9? (Each
of the numbers from 11 to 19 is 10 plus some amount of ones from 1 to 9).
6. Repeat the same steps with numbers 12 to 19.
7. Extend by creating index cards with other multiples of 10 (e.g., 20, 30, 40) and call out a
number for your child to make (e.g., 27).

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Hundreds Chart Creation template or paper, optional: number pathway

Activity: Hundreds Chart Creation 1 to 20
1. Prep Ahead: to create the first two rows in a hundreds chart,
2. There is a special tool in math called a hundreds chart that lists numbers 1 to 100 in 10 rows.
Each row has 10 numbers. This is an important chart to have hanging up so that we can refer
to it during this unit. We are going to create the first two rows today, and we will be adding
onto it over the next few weeks.
3. Have them write the first row (1 to 10). Have a number pathway nearby for reference.
4. Ask your child, “What numbers go in the second row?” (11 to 20). Have them write these.
5. Once they complete the second row, cover up a number and see if they can state what
number is covered. Take turns and celebrate as your child states the correct number!
6. Feel free to spread this task out over two days, or write 1 to 10 for them and have your child
focus on writing 11 to 20. Hang on the wall and save for future lessons.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: 3 dice, paper or white board

Activity: Roll to Make Ten
1. The goal of this game is to make 10. Each time you make 10, you get 10 points. Play to 50
points, which means rolling 10 five times.
2. The first player tosses a dice. They call out what they got and decide if they want to toss one
or two dice to make 10. For example, if your first toss is 1, you will want to toss 2 dice for your
second turn, otherwise you will not get to 10. Player two then takes a turn in the same way.
3. When a player gets a sum of exactly ten, they receive 10 points. Use a white board or paper
to keep track of the score. First player to reach 50 points wins!

Math: Week 1, Day 5

Unit 6

Composing, Decomposing, Identifying & Writing Numbers 10 to 20
LEARNING TIP: If your child needs more practice recognizing numbers 11 to 19,
incorporate daily activities to spend more time on number recognition. For
example, repeat activities like Treasure Cups or Cup Stack (Day 3), Missing
Numbers (Day 5), and the Everyday Math activity Hunt for Numbers.

MATH MOMENT
Materials: Race to Find the Numbers template or index cards, Number Cards (11 to 19)

Activity: Race to Find the Numbers
1. Prep Ahead: Print the Race to Find the Numbers template or draw on index cards. Place
them on the opposite side of a room. Pull out the numbers 11 to 16 from the Number Cards (11 to
19) and place them facedown in a pile.
2. Today, we are going to race to find numbers! We’ll look at a ten frame and see how many dots
there are past that ten frame (Show them the example with 11 on a ten frame).
3. Invite your child to flip over a number card and race to find the match as quickly as they can
and race back. Continue until all of the matches have been found
4. Save the number cards to use again.
5. Math Talk: What strategy will allow you to find the right ten frame as quickly as possible?
(Think of each number as 10 + ____, so 13 is 10+3; this means you are looking for 3 circles
outside of the ten frame).
6. Extend by using numbers up to 20 (use 2 ten frames).

MATH CHALLENGE
Materials: Straws (or pipe cleaners, toothpicks, etc.), rubber bands

Activity: Building Site
1. Set up a building site and share that we need to put the straws in groups of ten. This is how we
store the building materials, such as planks or logs (straws).
2. Present your child with a handful of straws between 11 and 19. Have them count the total, then
put a rubber band around 10 of them. While they do this, cover the remaining straws with a
cloth (Pretend some of the “equipment” fell onto these logs).
3. Math Talk: Ask them, “How many are left under this cloth?” Encourage them to use the
number they were given, and knowing they grouped 10 so far, to figure out how many are
under the cloth. (e.g., 17 items, 10 in a group, so there must be 7 more).
4. Repeat this process with another pile of building materials/logs to count between 11 and 19 and
have them make a group of ten.
5. Extend by having your child write an equation to show how they solved the problem of the
missing straws (i.e., materials/logs). For example, 17 = 10+7.

REVIEW GAME
Materials: Sticky notes

Activity: Missing Numbers
1. Prep Ahead: Write the following numbers on Sticky notes: 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20. Scatter
them around the floor.
2. Today, the challenge is to find which numbers are missing! We should have numbers 10 to 20,
but some are missing!!!
3. Encourage your child to line up the numbers from 10 to 20. Provide blank Sticky notes for
them to write the missing numbers.
4. Extend by going up to 30.

Math , Unit 6

Thoughtful Play

SUGGESTED READ ALOUDS & EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES - WEEK 1
NOTE: UNDERLINING INDICATES A HYPERLINK

READ ALOUDS
TITLE:

GRANDMA’S TINY HOUSE: A

COUNTING STORY!

EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
HUNT FOR NUMBERS (10 TO 15):
CONDUCT A SEARCH TO FIND NUMBERS

AUTHOR: JANAY BROWN-WOOD
ILLUSTRATOR: PRISCILLA BURRIS

DAY 1

DISCUSSION QUESTION:

10 TO 15 APPEARING ON EVERYDAY
OBJECTS IN YOUR HOME (E.G., CANS,
CEREAL BOXES). BRING A SHEET OF

DO YOU HAVE A BIG FAMILY?

PAPER ALONG WITH YOU THAT HAS THE

HOW MANY PEOPLE IN YOUR

NUMBERS 10 TO 15 WRITTEN ON IT AND

FAMILY COME TOGETHER FOR

CROSS THEM OFF AS YOU FIND THEM.

HOLIDAYS OR A CELEBRATION?

TITLE:

1 TO 20, ANIMALS APLENTY

HUNT FOR NUMBERS (16 TO 19):
CONDUCT A SEARCH TO FIND NUMBERS

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: KATIE
VIGGORS

DAY2

DISCUSSION PROMPT:

16 TO 19 APPEARING ON EVERYDAY
OBJECTS IN YOUR HOME. BRING A SHEET
OF PAPER ALONG WITH YOU THAT HAS

GO BACK THROUGH THE STORY

NUMBERS THE 16 TO 19 WRITTEN ON IT

AND COUNT THE ANIMALS. SEE IF

AND CROSS THEM OFF AS YOU FIND

YOU CAN COUNT SOME GROUPS

THEM.

OF ANIMALS BY 5'S.

TITLE:

MEET THE TEENS

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: MARCIE

DAY3

COOPER

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

NUMBER PAIR SONGS:

LISTEN TO

NUMBER PAIR SONGS FOR MAKING 10
FROM OUR THOUGHTFUL PLAY YOUTUBE
CHANNEL.

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE 1 IN THE
TEENS MEANS? WHAT DO YOU
THINK THE 3 IN 13 MEANS?

TITLE:

CURIOUS GEORGE HOME RUN

(ADAPTATION BY ERICA ZAPPY)

DAY4

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
HOW DOES COVERING UP THE “1”

I’M THINKING OF A NUMBER BETWEEN
10 AND 20! P R O V I D E C L U E S , S U C H A S ,
“I AM GREATER THAN 15. I DON’T END IN
2, 4, 6, OR 8. I AM LESS THAN 18. WHAT
NUMBER AM I?”

IN THE NUMBERS 11 TO 19 HELP PUT
THE NUMBERS IN THE CORRECT
ORDER?

TITLE:

BEAN THIRTEEN

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: MATTHEW
MCELLIOTT

DAY5

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
IS 13 AN EVEN OR ODD NUMBER?
HOW DO YOU KNOW? WHAT OTHER
NUMBERS BETWEEN 10 AND 20 ARE
ODD?

HOW MANY?

SHOW YOUR CHILD A JAR

WITH ITEMS (BETWEEN 11 AND 20). ASK
THEM TO ESTIMATE HOW MANY ITEMS
THERE ARE. HAVE THEM WRITE THEIR
ESTIMATE, THEN COUNT, AND WRITE THE
EXACT NUMBER.

